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Searching for the holly grail 

•The Grail was the holiest of all the holly relics in the middle ages.
•The search for the grail is one of the main cycles of the Arthur’s sagas.
•It involved uncountable perils with very low probability of success. 
•Only the strongest, smartest, bravest and noblest knights were fit to try.



I have done a terrible thing, I 
have postulated a particle 
that cannot be detected.

Just now nuclear physicists are writing a great deal about 
hypothetical particles called neutrinos supposed to account for 
certain peculiar facts observed in ß-ray disintegration. We can 
perhaps best describe the neutrinos as little bits of spin-
energy… I am not much impressed by the neutrino theory. In an 
ordinary way I might say that I do not believe in neutrinos... Dare 
I say that experimental physicists will not have sufficient 
ingenuity to make neutrinos?

Neutrinos



⌫ •In the Standard Model neutrinos are massless 
and left handed (antineutrinos are right handed) 

•Therefore we could live without right handed neutrinos and without 
left-handed antineutrinos. Standard model neutrinos do not reflect 
in the mirror! 

⌫

⌫
•It would be possible to turn a 
left handed neutrino into a right 
handed neutrino by jumping in 
a reference frame that moves 
faster than the neutrino.  But a 
massless neutrinos moves at 
the speed of light and cannot 
be overtaken

Neutrino through the looking glass



⌫

⌫ •Reversing the argument, 
left-handed and right-
handed neutrinos are 
guaranteed to exist. How 
does a massive neutrino 
reflects in the mirror?

But what if neutrinos are massive?



Charge conjugation reverses 
the electric charge of the 
electron (and all other 
elementary particles).  

But the neutrino has no electric 
charge that needs to be 
conserved. 

Neutrino’s charge conjugation
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Neutrino mass (Dirac recipe)



A deus ex machina  Latin: "god from 
the crane" is a plot device whereby a 
seemingly unsolvable problem is 
suddenly and abruptly solved with 
the contrived and unexpected 
intervention of some new event, 
character, ability, or object. 
Depending on usage, it can be used 
to move the story forward when the 
writer has "painted themselves into a 
corner" and sees no other way out, 
to surprise the audience, or to bring 
a happy ending into the tale.

Deus ex machina

The phrase comes 
from Horace's where 
he instructs poets 
that they must never 
resort to a god from 
the machine 
(mekhane) to solve 
their plots.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plot_device
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horace
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mechane


Nature has painted herself into a corner and sees no 
other way out to explain small neutrino masses than 
to resort to arbitrarily small coupling constant, that she 
lowers from the machine...

�⌫ << �e?

Dirac neutrinos: Deus ex machina



Majorana’s idea



The neutrino is made, like in the 
Escher’s tableau of black and white 
chevaliers.
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Majorana neutrinos
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Neutrino mass (Majorana recipe)

Scale of new physics ⇤



The mystery of the missing antimatter
•The Big-Bang theory of the 
origin of the Universe requires 
matter and antimatter to be 
equally abundant at the very 
hot beginning

•Collider experiments confirm 
that matter and antimatter are 
produced in equal amounts in 
elementary particle collisions.

•But out universe appears to be made only of matter.
•Where did all the antimatter go?



•If there is CP violation in the lepton sector, the heavy 
Majorana neutrino N can violate CP too and decay 
with different rates to electrons and positrons. This 
results in an unequal number of leptons and 
antileptons in the early universe

•Leptonic asymmetry is later transferred to baryons, 
resulting in...

CP violation and Majorana neutrinos
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el universo, hoy

Aniquilación materia-antimateria

antimateria desaparece



A recipe for the Universe

+ =



Majorana neutrinos and neutrinoless 
double beta decay



Double beta decay
•Some nuclei, otherwise quasi 
stable can decay by emitting 
two electrons and two 
neutrinos by a second order 
process mediated by the weak 
interaction.

•This process exists due to 
nuclear pairing interaction that 
favours energetically the 
even-even isobars over the 
odd-odd ones.Q
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Figure �.�. Atomic masses of isotopes with A = ��� given as di�erences with respect
to the most bound isotope, ���Ba. �e red levels indicate odd-odd nuclides, whereas
the green indicate even-even ones. �e arrows show the type of nuclear transition
connecting the levels. Double beta (either plus or minus) transitions are possible
because the intermediate state (∆Z = ±�) is less bound, forbidding the beta decay.

Phase-space considerations alone would give preference to the �νββ mode
over the �νββ one, but the decay rate of the former is suppressed by the
very small neutrino masses (§ �.�). Both transition modes involve the �+
ground state of the initial nucleus and, in almost all cases, the �+ ground
state of the �nal nucleus. For some isotopes, it is also energetically possible
to have a transition to an excited �+ or �+ �nal state, even though these are
suppressed because of the smaller phase space available. In both decay modes
the emitted leptons carry essentially all the available energy and the nuclear
recoil is negligible. �erefore, in the �νββ mode, the spectrum for the sum of
the kinetic energies of the emitted electrons (see Figure �.�) is amono-energetic
line at Qββ , the Q value for the reaction, de�ned as themass di�erence between
the parent and daughter nuclides:

Qββ ≡ M(A, Z) −M(A, Z + �). (�.�)

In the case of the �νββ mode, the spectrum is continuous, extending from �
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SM-allowed process.
Measured in several nuclei.

T1/2 ⇥ 1018 � 1020 y

e� e�
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Lepton number violating process.
Requires massive, Majorana neutrinos.

Double beta decay

T1/2 > 1026y

<latexit sha1_base64="vCz5Od61QKCGBuik0GkndQQdeqE=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr2qWbwSK4qkmpj5UU3bis0Be0MUymk3bo5MHMRAih/oobF4q49UPc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3cu89XsyZVJb1baysrq1vbBa2its7u3v75sFhW0aJILRFIh6Jrocl5SykLcUUp91YUBx4nHa88e3U7zxSIVkUNlUaUyfAw5D5jGClJdcsNd3MPqtO0DWyrYesejFBqWuWrYo1A1omdk7KkKPhml/9QUSSgIaKcCxlz7Zi5WRYKEY4nRT7iaQxJmM8pD1NQxxQ6WSz4yfoRCsD5EdCV6jQTP09keFAyjTwdGeA1UguelPxP6+XKP/KyVgYJ4qGZL7ITzhSEZomgQZMUKJ4qgkmgulbERlhgYnSeRV1CPbiy8ukXa3Ytcr5fa1cv8njKMARHMMp2HAJdbiDBrSAQArP8ApvxpPxYrwbH/PWFSOfKcEfGJ8/t+6S5A==</latexit>
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νi!νi!

W–! W–!

e–! e–!

Nuclear Process!Nucl! Nucl�!

In!

the νi is emitted [RH + O{mi/E}LH].!

Thus, Amp [νi contribution] ∝ mi!

Amp[0νββ] ∝ $∑ miUei
2$≡ mββ!

 !

  Uei!   Uei!

i

SM vertex!

∑!
i

Mixing matrix!

Mass (νi)!

⌫ ⌫ helicity flip / mi

E
A / mi for each ⌫i

m�� = ||Ue1|2m1 + ei↵1 |Ue2|2m2 + ei↵2 |Ue3|2m3|

The Uei terms are measured by neutrino oscillation 
experiments. Nothing is known about the two Majorana 
phases.

Majorana mass



Two protons decay simultaneously in a heavy isotope
Nuclear physics results in proportionality constants between 
period and the inverse of the Majorana mass squared

Nuclear physics
e� e�

�

�

��0⇥

(T 0⌫
1/2)

�1 = G0⌫(Q,Z) |M0⌫ |2 m2
��

phase-space 

nuclear matrix 

Majorana neutrino 



The Majorana landscape
4
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FIG. 1. Marginalized posterior distributions for m�� and ml for NO (a) and IO (b). The solid lines show the allowed parameter
space assuming 3� intervals of the neutrino oscillation observables from nu-fit [12]. The plot is produced assuming QRPA NMEs
and the absence of mechanisms that drive ml or m�� to zero. The probability density is normalized by the logarithm of m��

and of ml.
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FIG. 2. Top: marginalized posterior distributions of m��

(solid line) for NO and IO, normalized by the logarithm of
m�� . Bottom: complementary cumulative distribution func-
tions for m�� . The band shows the deformation of the pos-
terior distribution due to di↵erent assumptions on the NME.
The data from cosmology provide a somewhat stronger con-
straint on m�� than the current 0⌫�� decay experiments.
The sharp peaks visible in the m�� distributions are due to a
volume e↵ect dominated by ⌃ and the Majorana phases. For
NO with ml = 0 there is negligible variation due to the NME.

change by only tens of percent.
When the fit is performed with ⌃ fixed to its mini-

mum allowed value (corresponding to ml = 0), the m��

posterior distribution is constrained to lie within the hor-
izontal bands that extend to ml ! 0 in FIG. 1. The m��

posterior distribution is slightly shifted to smaller values
for IO, and the discovery probability of future experi-
ments remains very high. In NO, m�� is pushed below
the reach of future experiments, and the discovery prob-
abilities are driven to be very small as shown in FIG. 2.
Using ml in the fit basis with a log-flat scale invariant
prior would provide the same results as long as the cuto↵
on ml, required to have normalizable posterior distribu-
tions, is set low enough to make the result independent
of the choice of cuto↵.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SENSITIVITY

The experimental search for 0⌫�� decay is a very ac-
tive field. There is a number of isotopes that can undergo
0⌫�� decay and many detection techniques have been
developed and tested in recent years [49, 50]. Examples
are: high-purity Ge detectors [51, 52], cryogenic bolome-
ters [53, 54], loaded organic liquid scintillators [27], time-
projection chambers [55, 56], and tracking chambers [57].
Various larger-scale experiments with the sensitivity to
probe the full IO parameter space are being mounted
or proposed for the near or far future. This work fo-
cuses on those projects considered recently by the U.S.
DOE/NSF Nuclear Science Advisory Committee’s Sub-
committee on Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay [58]: CU-
PID [59, 60], KamLAND-Zen [61], LEGEND [62, 63],
nEXO [64], NEXT [65], PandaX-III [66], SNO+ [67, 68],
and SuperNEMO [69, 70]. Most of these projects follow a
staged-approach in which the target mass will be progres-
sively increased. The various phases and parameters of
each project are summarized in TABLE I and discussed
in Appendix C. We would like to caution the reader, how-
ever, that many of these experiments are under rapid de-
velopment, and the parameters publicly available during
the snapshot of time in which this manuscript was pre-



A Most Difficult Quest



•Get yourself a detector with perfect energy 
resolution
•Measure the energy of the emitted electrons and 
select those with (T1+T2)/Qbb = 1
•Count the number of events and calculate the 
corresponding half-life. 
•In Xe-136, a perfect detector of 100 kg observes 3 
events for a lifetime of 1026 y (or about 1 event for 30 
% efficiency)

An ideal ββ0ν experiment

T1/2 = log 2
NA Mt

A N��

M = 100 kg, A = 136, T1/2 = 1026y N�� ⇠ 3

•A perfect detector makes a discovery (1 event) with an exposure of 1 ton year for 1027 y
•A perfect detector makes a discovery (1 event) with an exposure of 10 ton year for 1028 y



(T 0⌫
1/2)

�1 = G0⌫(Q,Z) |M0⌫ |2 m2
��
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space assuming 3� intervals of the neutrino oscillation observables from nu-fit [12]. The plot is produced assuming QRPA NMEs
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FIG. 2. Top: marginalized posterior distributions of m��

(solid line) for NO and IO, normalized by the logarithm of
m�� . Bottom: complementary cumulative distribution func-
tions for m�� . The band shows the deformation of the pos-
terior distribution due to di↵erent assumptions on the NME.
The data from cosmology provide a somewhat stronger con-
straint on m�� than the current 0⌫�� decay experiments.
The sharp peaks visible in the m�� distributions are due to a
volume e↵ect dominated by ⌃ and the Majorana phases. For
NO with ml = 0 there is negligible variation due to the NME.

change by only tens of percent.
When the fit is performed with ⌃ fixed to its mini-

mum allowed value (corresponding to ml = 0), the m��

posterior distribution is constrained to lie within the hor-
izontal bands that extend to ml ! 0 in FIG. 1. The m��

posterior distribution is slightly shifted to smaller values
for IO, and the discovery probability of future experi-
ments remains very high. In NO, m�� is pushed below
the reach of future experiments, and the discovery prob-
abilities are driven to be very small as shown in FIG. 2.
Using ml in the fit basis with a log-flat scale invariant
prior would provide the same results as long as the cuto↵
on ml, required to have normalizable posterior distribu-
tions, is set low enough to make the result independent
of the choice of cuto↵.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SENSITIVITY

The experimental search for 0⌫�� decay is a very ac-
tive field. There is a number of isotopes that can undergo
0⌫�� decay and many detection techniques have been
developed and tested in recent years [49, 50]. Examples
are: high-purity Ge detectors [51, 52], cryogenic bolome-
ters [53, 54], loaded organic liquid scintillators [27], time-
projection chambers [55, 56], and tracking chambers [57].
Various larger-scale experiments with the sensitivity to
probe the full IO parameter space are being mounted
or proposed for the near or far future. This work fo-
cuses on those projects considered recently by the U.S.
DOE/NSF Nuclear Science Advisory Committee’s Sub-
committee on Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay [58]: CU-
PID [59, 60], KamLAND-Zen [61], LEGEND [62, 63],
nEXO [64], NEXT [65], PandaX-III [66], SNO+ [67, 68],
and SuperNEMO [69, 70]. Most of these projects follow a
staged-approach in which the target mass will be progres-
sively increased. The various phases and parameters of
each project are summarized in TABLE I and discussed
in Appendix C. We would like to caution the reader, how-
ever, that many of these experiments are under rapid de-
velopment, and the parameters publicly available during
the snapshot of time in which this manuscript was pre-

•A perfect detector makes a discovery (1 event) with an exposure of 1 ton year for 1027 if 
neutrinos are Majorana particles, the bb0nu is mediated by light neutrinos and Nature has 
chosen  IO (IH)

•A perfect detector has a large chance of making a discovery (1 event) with an exposure of 1 
ton year for 1028 if neutrinos are Majorana particles, the bb0nu is mediated by light neutrinos 
and Nature has chosen  NO (NH)

•Will not discuss here 
“details” like phase space 
(which favours some 
isotopes over others) or 
the uncertainties in 
nuclear matrix elements 
(which introduce huge 
uncertainties).



Result 1: even with a perfect detector, searching for 
 events is extremely difficult if nature has chosen (as it 

appears very likely) NH
ββ0ν



•But perfect detectors do not exist. 
•Best energy resolution (GERDA/LEGEND): few keV
•Still, a narrow energy window results in enormous 
background reduction
•But how large is the background to our searches?

Electron sum energy spectra in DBDElectron sum energy spectra in DBD

The shape of the two electron sum energy spectrum enables to
distinguish among the three different discussed decay modes

The Majoron spectrum is a continuum with maximum close to Q
(phase space for a particle decaying to three light objects)

Q ~ 2-3 MeV for the most promising nuclides

sum electron energy / Q

two neutrino DBD
continuum with maximum at ~1/3 Q

neutrinoless DBD
peak enlarged only by 

the detector energy resolution
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Background to  searchesββ0ν

Earth is a very radioactive 
planet

Lifetime of Th-232 is of the oder of the age of the 
Universe (~1.4 1010 y) 

ββ0ν experiments 
aim to observe a 
signal whose lifetime 
is 1027 ( 1028) y

Lifetime Bkgnd/Signal ~1017  (1018)



Majorana’s beach

• Majorana’s beach: A beach with 1017 grains of sand.
• About 1.5 x 109 per square meter (to a depth of 3 m).
• Thus, Majorana’s beach is 70 km long and 1 km wide.

https://www.quora.com/How-many-grains-of-sand-are-there-in-a-given-stretch-of-an-average-beach

https://www.quora.com/How-many-grains-of-sand-are-there-in-a-given-stretch-of-an-average-beach


Experimental sensitivity to 0Experimental sensitivity to 0nn-DBD-DBD

NN • Tt    =
NS

number of nuclides under control

live time

number of detected decays

DBD experimental rate

NN • T

( NB )1/2

detector
energy

resolution

If no decay is observed in presence of NB background events in an energy window DE:

NS  <  ( NB )1/2 t    >

in the calorimetric approach NB  = b M T DE NN µ M

background levelF µ (MT / bDE)1/2

sensitivity to mee µ (F/Q |Mnucl|2)1/2 µ  
1 bDE

MT Q1/2

1/4

|Mnucl|

sensitivity F: lifetime corresponding to the minimum detectable number 
                       of events over background at a given (1 s) confidence level

importance of the nuclide choice
(but large uncertainty due to nuclear physics)

Background ruins the sensitivity



To find the grial one must kill the  dragon (in practice, 
reaching 1027-1028 y requires large exposures and zero 

background)



Knights of the round table

Main characters looking for the grail. Each of 
them have unique abilities (and weaknesses)



Germanium Diodes 
(Gwenivere)
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0#!! experimental	signature	in	76Ge

Signature:	Expected	line	at	the	76Ge	Q-value (2039.061± 0.007 keV) for	a	given	decay	
half-life	)*/,

-. above	measured	2ν!! continuum

Why	Ge	detectors?:	 High	detection	efficiency (detector	=	!! source)
Enrichment	from	7.7%	to	~88% (up	to	~92%)
Best	proved	energy	resolution	at	the	Q-value	(~0.13% FWHM)
Lowest	background	per	FWHM	energy	resolution	in	the	field

Ø Background-free	experiment	demonstrated (789: < 1@	final	exposure	in	ROI)
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Neutrino2020	conference	- 76Ge	0vbb	decay 301	July	2020

[Nature 544, 47–52 (2017)]
[PRL	120, 132502 (2018)]

[Science	365,	6460	(2019)]

Ge-76 diodes are “near-perfect resolution detectors 



But they have also many extra handlesBackground-free	experiment	design

• background	mitigation

Muon	veto	based on
Cherenkov light	and	
plastic	scintillator

LAr	veto	based on	Ar	
scintillation	light	read
by	fibers and	PMT

Ge	detector	
anti-coincidence

Pulse	shape	
discrimination	(PSD)
for	multi-site	and	
surface	^,	! events

_
]

]

Liquid Ar
Pure	water

Optical
fibers

\

]

H

HH

##

PMT

!! decay signal:
single-site	event
energy deposition
in	a	1	mm3 volume

[Eur.	Phys.	J.	C	(2018)	78:388]

Neutrino2020	conference	- 76Ge	0vbb	decay 1501	July	2020



Phase	II	physics spectra after all	analysis cuts

• [600 - 1900]	 keV	– Almost pure	?[JJ decays sample

• [1450 - 1530]	 keV	– Strong suppression	of	40K	and	42K	gamma	lines (LAr	veto	+	MSE)

• [1900 - 2620] keV	– Strong suppression	of	214Bi	and	228Th	gamma	lines +	Compton

• >	3500 keV	– Suppression	of	almost all	a events (p+	contact)

Neutrino2020	conference	- 76Ge	0vbb	decay 2401	July	2020

• Extremely	powerful	complementarity	between	LAr	veto	and	PSD	cuts!



Zoom	around the	region of	interest

• Bkg	index	(BI)	analysis	window:	[1930-2190]	keV	with	the	exclusion	of	208Tl	SEP	and	214Bi	FEP	lines	and	mnn ± 25 keV

• Prior	to	analysis	cuts,	BI = 143%ê
ëí	×	10%G 	cts (keV e kg e yr)⁄

• After	all	cuts:	ÇÑ = 	l. =%M.<ëM.?	×	MN%ñ 	óòô (h;S e hi e Oj)⁄ at	the	final	exposure	of	MN<. >	hi e Oj

Neutrino2020	conference	- 76Ge	0vbb	decay 2501	July	2020

÷ <N!

Dec.	2015

Dec.	2019

Statistical	analysis	and	interpretation

Frequentist	analysis*:
• Median	sensitivity	for	limit	setting:	

O. ]	×	OP?A	Qj	(kP%	Ö. å. )
• Best	fit	→ no	signal

• 90%	C. L. lower	limit:
ZO/?P[ > O. ]	×	OP?A	Qj

Bayesian	analysis	with	uniform	prior*:
• Median	sensitivity	for	limit	setting:	

1.4	×	10,F	yr	(90%	C. I. )
• )*/,-. > 1.4	×	10,F	yr	 90%	C. I.

L.	Shtembari poster
Statistical	methods	for	the	new	

data	release	of	GERDA
Neutrino2020	conference	- 76Ge	0vbb	decay 2701	July	2020

*Statistical	treatment	found	in	[Nature 544, 47–52 (2017)]
+	includes	23.5	kgeyr	phase	I	exposure

• 100 kg -> ~1026 y, 
“background free” in the 
100 kg scale.  

• How to keep BF when 
scaling one (two) orders 
of magnitude? 

• e.g., how to reduce the 
background by two 
additional orders of 
magnitude?  
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• Notice brutal dependence 
with bkgnd.  

• “BF” requires “only” 2 ton 
year to reach 1028 y and 
opens the possibility or 
reaching further. 

• 0.1 c/FWHM-t-y implies 
that 20 tons year are 
needed to reach 1028 y 
and makes very hard 
further progress 

• 1 c/FWHM-t-y implies 200 
tons year to reach 1028 y 
(making it unrealistic)

• Huge challenge! And this is one of the leading 
experiment of the field, combining the best 
resolution and the best BI of the current 
generation. 

Exploring IH(NH) is very difficult 



Result 2: Background rate near zero is required to reach 1028 y in a 
reasonable time  (with large fiducial mass). But even if you achieve 
such stupendous result: ¿How will you quantify your error in the 
background?



• Detector build by module 
repetition. 

• Scalability to large 
masses is difficult (also 
expensive because of 
enrichment) 

• Is there a high-resolution 
technique that permits 
easier scaling? 

• An additional motivation 
to search for another 
high-resolution technique 
is to explore different 
isotopes.

The scaling problem in Ge diodes
Phase II upgrade: detector array

• produced 30 custom-designed
BEGe-type detectors in
collaboration with Canberra
[EPJC 75 (2015) 39]

• new lower mass holders and
contacting solution
(wire bonding)

• all BEGe installed in the array
(20 kg of target mass)

• new low-mass low-activity
electronics and detector-to-FE
contacts

Matteo Agostini (GSSI/LNGS) 6



Bolometers 
(Gallahad)



• The absorbed energy causes an increase in absorber temperature


• Use temperature change to measure energy absorbed Thermal  
couplingThermometer

Absorber

Thermal bath

• For dielectric crystal absorbers, heat capacity  ~ T3

• Typically operated at ~10mK

• Relative energy resolution of 0.2~0.3% FWHM routinely achieved 
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Macro Bolometer Technique

CUORE uses  
this technique



milli-Kelvin facility for tonne-scale detectors

!7

• Powerful 3He-4He dilution refrigerator 
cooling power: 5 μW at 10 mK


• Precooled by 4 pulse tubes


• Cryogenic vessels and shielding:


• 13 tonnes < 4 K


•  5 tonnes < 50 mK 


• 1500 kg @ 10 mK ( detectors + materials)


• Experimental volume ~1 m3 a.k.a  
“Coldest cubic meter in the known universe” 


• Cooldown time ~ 1 month


• External Shielding:  


• 18 cm polyethylene + 2 cm borated material


• 30 cm lead 

Cryogenics 102, 9-21 (2019). arxiv:1904.05745

Cryogenics 93, 56-65 (2018). arxiv:1712.02753

2

ing the commissioning phase and allowed for safe instal-
lation of the detectors.

A schematic of the CUORE cryostat is shown in Fig. 1.
The cryostat consists of six nested vessels, the innermost
of which contains the experimental volume. The di↵erent
stages step the temperature down from room tempera-
ture to ⇠ 10mK, and are identified by their approximate
temperatures: 300K, 40K, 4K, 800mK or Still, 50mK
or Heat EXchanger (HEX), and 10mK or Mixing Cham-
ber (MC).

The 300K and the 4K vessels are vacuum-tight and
define two vacuum volumes called the Outer Vacuum
Chamber (OVC) and the Inner Vacuum Chamber (IVC),
respectively. Two lead shields, inside the IVC, shield the
detectors from external radioactivity. The Inner Lead
Shield (ILS) stands between the 4K and the Still stages
and provides lateral shielding as well as shielding from
below. The Top Lead is positioned below the MC plate
and provides shielding from above. The CUORE detec-
tor is attached to the Tower Support Plate (TSP) placed
right below the Top Lead.

Cooling is provided through three di↵erent systems.
The Fast Cooling System (FCS) provides cooling from
room temperature during the initial phase of a cooldown.
A set of five Pulse Tube (PT) refrigerators cool the 40K
and 4K plates. The lower stages, along with the detector,
are further cooled by a custom-built 3He/4He Dilution
Unit (DU).

The cryostat also embeds the Detector Calibra-
tion System (DCS), which allows deploying radioactive
sources for calibrating the detectors (see Ref. [5] for de-
tails).

In the following sections, we overview the CUORE
cryogenic infrastructure. In Sec. II, we discuss the me-
chanical design of the CUORE cryogenic system, the
cryostat and detector support structures, the vibration
isolation, and the materials selection. In Sec. III, we
describe the cryogenic vacuum systems. In Sec. IV, we
detail the cooling subsystems and the cooldown process.
In Sec. V, we discuss the commissioning of the CUORE
cryostat and in Sec. VI we describe the cooldown of the
CUORE detector.

II. CRYOSTAT DESIGN

The design of the CUORE cryostat represented a sig-
nificant challenge in the field of the refrigeration tech-
nology, coping with a challenging broad range of require-
ments:

• the experimental volume had to be su�ciently spa-
cious to host the detector and part of the shielding
(⇠ 1m3);

• the detector base temperature had to allow the op-
eration of the bolometers in optimal conditions.
From the past experience, the working temperature
was ⇠ 10mK [6, 7];

40K

4K

Still

Heat
EXchan.

Mixing
Chamber Top

Lead

Tower
Support
Plate

300K

Internal
Lead
Shield

CUORE
detector

Outer
Vacuum
Chamber

Dilution
Unit

Pulse
Tube

Inner
Vacuum
Chamber

1m

FIG. 1. Rendering of the CUORE cryostat. The di↵erent
thermal stages, vacuum chambers, cooling elements and lead
shields are indicated.

• the system had to be instrumented with ⇠2600
twisted pair NbTi wires for the detector readout
and heater control [8, 9];

• the background coming from the natural ra-
dioactivity of the cryogenic materials had
to be compatible with the CUORE sensitiv-
ity goal, which demands a total background
rate 6 0.01 counts keV�1 kg�1 yr�1 around
2.5MeV [10];

• the system should be able to perform reliably over
a several year run time with a very high duty cycle
to maximize the live-time of the experiment;

• since LNGS is located in a seismically active area,
the design had to take into account fail-safe mech-
anisms to limit damage in case of earthquakes.

The cryostat design began with a conservative ther-
mal budget, supported by numerical modeling, subject
to the available refrigeration technologies in 2007-2008,
but required several iterations to make sure that enough
cooling power was available for any unaccounted for ther-
mal loads. One crucial early decision was the use of a

~800mK

~50mK

~10mK
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FIG. 17. CUORE cooldown. (Top) Temperatures of the 40K
and 4K stages as a function of time since the turn on of
the FCS. The stages reach temperatures of 33.6K and 4.0K
after ⇠ 22 d. The sudden changes in cooling rates of both
stages seen around day 4 is due to the starting of the PTs.
The FCS was turned o↵ on day 10. (Bottom) IVC stage
temperatures as a function of time since the start of the DU
circulation. The base temperature achieved on the MC with
the full experiment apparatus is 8mK, with 0.89K and 55mK
on the Still and HEX stages, respectively. The initial Still
temperature drop and rise within the first day is due to the
switch from 4He to 3He circulation. By day 3, the gas has
fully condensed and the dilution cooling takes over. This is
visible as the small spike in the MC temperature.

To mitigate this, we designed and installed a “mechanical
fuse” system, which prevents the growth of small oscilla-
tions, but will break away in the case of a strong accel-
eration (such as an earthquake). This consists of a series
of thin steel plates inserted between the concrete sup-
port structure and the foundation. This system allows
us to reduce mechanical vibrations, while still satisfying
the seismic safety of the structure.

After these changes, we could finally proceed towards
the installation of the CUORE detector.

VI. CUORE COOLDOWN

After the installation of the CUORE detector, the clos-
ing of the cryostat was made significantly more compli-
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FIG. 18. Base temperature stability over a thirty day pe-
riod while the cryostat was “undisturbed” during the initial
phase of the CUORE data taking. The MC temperature is
(15.06 ± 0.10)mK. The dashed line indicates the average
value. The gap on day 6 is due to hardware operation the
cryogenic system.

cated. The mounting of the towers to the TSP took place
inside a dedicated cleanroom environment, which was
flushed with Rn-free air [39]. This cleanroom was kept
in place while closing the inner cryostat vessels up to the
4K shield. Once the 4K vessel was closed, the IVC could
be pumped and the detector could be protected from con-
tact with Rn by the vacuum. Once closed, both the 4K
and 40K vessels and plates had to be covered with new
layers of superinsulation. The old superinsulation that
had been in use for the cryostat commissioning, and was
now dirtier after years of exposure to air and continuous
handling, had been removed to allow the cleaning of the
vessels.
The progression of the CUORE cooldown is shown in

Fig. 17. As usually, this began with the FCS, while the
PTs were turned on after a few days. The FCS was
then turned o↵ and disconnected once the thermal stages
reached ⇠150K. As expected, the cooldown took ⇠ 20
days before turning on the DU unit. We paused the
cooldown for about one month to perform some debug-
ging of the detector electronics and to address a leak that
had formed in the dilution circuit (outside the cryostat).
Once the DU was turned on, it took less than 4 days
to reach the base temperature of 8mK on the MC, with
0.89K and 55mK on the Still and HEX stages respec-
tively.
An initial scan of the detector behavior at various tem-

peratures identified 15mK as a suitable operating tem-
perature. Fig. 18 shows the stability of the system for
over one month of operation. The CUORE cooldown
and the beginning of the detector operation successfully
concluded the commissioning of the CUORE cryostat.
The analysis of the first collected physics data provided

a measurement of the background in the 0⌫�� decay
decay region [2]. The observed value, (0.014 ±
0.002) counts keV�1 kg�1yr�1, was in line with the ex-
pectations derived from the background model [10]. The
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and 4K stages as a function of time since the turn on of
the FCS. The stages reach temperatures of 33.6K and 4.0K
after ⇠ 22 d. The sudden changes in cooling rates of both
stages seen around day 4 is due to the starting of the PTs.
The FCS was turned o↵ on day 10. (Bottom) IVC stage
temperatures as a function of time since the start of the DU
circulation. The base temperature achieved on the MC with
the full experiment apparatus is 8mK, with 0.89K and 55mK
on the Still and HEX stages, respectively. The initial Still
temperature drop and rise within the first day is due to the
switch from 4He to 3He circulation. By day 3, the gas has
fully condensed and the dilution cooling takes over. This is
visible as the small spike in the MC temperature.

To mitigate this, we designed and installed a “mechanical
fuse” system, which prevents the growth of small oscilla-
tions, but will break away in the case of a strong accel-
eration (such as an earthquake). This consists of a series
of thin steel plates inserted between the concrete sup-
port structure and the foundation. This system allows
us to reduce mechanical vibrations, while still satisfying
the seismic safety of the structure.

After these changes, we could finally proceed towards
the installation of the CUORE detector.

VI. CUORE COOLDOWN

After the installation of the CUORE detector, the clos-
ing of the cryostat was made significantly more compli-
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FIG. 18. Base temperature stability over a thirty day pe-
riod while the cryostat was “undisturbed” during the initial
phase of the CUORE data taking. The MC temperature is
(15.06 ± 0.10)mK. The dashed line indicates the average
value. The gap on day 6 is due to hardware operation the
cryogenic system.

cated. The mounting of the towers to the TSP took place
inside a dedicated cleanroom environment, which was
flushed with Rn-free air [39]. This cleanroom was kept
in place while closing the inner cryostat vessels up to the
4K shield. Once the 4K vessel was closed, the IVC could
be pumped and the detector could be protected from con-
tact with Rn by the vacuum. Once closed, both the 4K
and 40K vessels and plates had to be covered with new
layers of superinsulation. The old superinsulation that
had been in use for the cryostat commissioning, and was
now dirtier after years of exposure to air and continuous
handling, had been removed to allow the cleaning of the
vessels.
The progression of the CUORE cooldown is shown in

Fig. 17. As usually, this began with the FCS, while the
PTs were turned on after a few days. The FCS was
then turned o↵ and disconnected once the thermal stages
reached ⇠150K. As expected, the cooldown took ⇠ 20
days before turning on the DU unit. We paused the
cooldown for about one month to perform some debug-
ging of the detector electronics and to address a leak that
had formed in the dilution circuit (outside the cryostat).
Once the DU was turned on, it took less than 4 days
to reach the base temperature of 8mK on the MC, with
0.89K and 55mK on the Still and HEX stages respec-
tively.
An initial scan of the detector behavior at various tem-

peratures identified 15mK as a suitable operating tem-
perature. Fig. 18 shows the stability of the system for
over one month of operation. The CUORE cooldown
and the beginning of the detector operation successfully
concluded the commissioning of the CUORE cryostat.
The analysis of the first collected physics data provided

a measurement of the background in the 0⌫�� decay
decay region [2]. The observed value, (0.014 ±
0.002) counts keV�1 kg�1yr�1, was in line with the ex-
pectations derived from the background model [10]. The

Cooldown 300K —> 4K

Cooldown 4K —> 10mK

Cuore: the coldest m3 of the known universe
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FIG. 4. ROI spectrum with the best-fit curve (solid red) and
the best fit-curve with the 0⌫�� decay component fixed to
the 90% CI limit (dashed blue).
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FIG. 5. Posterior on �0⌫ with all systematics included for the
fit on the physical range (�0⌫> 0) and on the full range. The
90% CI is shown in blue.

and flat background components, and divided into 7
datasets with the same exposure and BI of the ac-
tual datasets as obtained from fitting the data with the
background-only model. We fit each pseudo-experiment
with the standard signal-plus-background model and ob-
tain a median 90% CI exclusion sensitivity of 1.7 ·1025 yr.
The probability of obtaining a stronger limit than 3.2 ·

1025 yr is 3%.
We consider the following systematic e↵ects. The dom-

inant one is the systematic error on the PSA e�ciency.
Subdominant e↵ects are induced by the uncertainties on
the energy scale, energy resolution, analysis and contain-
ment e�ciencies, the value of Q�� , and the 130Te natural
isotopic abundance. We implement all systematics as ad-
ditional nuisance parameters in the fit, which can be acti-
vated independently, with the priors reported in Tab. II.
We evaluate the bias induced by each nuisance parame-
ter by looking at the e↵ect on �0⌫ at the posterior global
mode, �̂0⌫ ; for this, we artificially release the �0⌫� 0 con-
straint, allowing �0⌫ to be negative. The best fit with the

artificially extended range is �̂0⌫=(�3.5+2.2
�1.1)·10

�26 yr�1,
with a ⇠ 1.6� background under-fluctuation compatible
with the p-value quoted above. The inclusion of the ad-
ditional nuisance parameters a↵ects the global mode on
�0⌫ by  0.04% (see also Tab. II), and yields a 0.4%
weaker limit.
Assuming 0⌫�� decay is mediated by light neutrino ex-

change, and using the phase space factor from Ref. [56],
the result above corresponds to a set of upper limits
on the e↵ective Majorana mass ranging between 75 and
350meV, where the spread reflects the di↵erent nuclear
matrix element calculations available in literature [57–
67]. The results reported in this paper represent the
most stringent limit on 0⌫�� decay in 130Te, and our
limit on m�� is competitive with the leading ones in the
field [15–19].

TABLE II. Systematics a↵ecting the 0⌫�� decay analysis. To-
tal analysis e�ciency I corresponds to the product of all e�-
ciency terms reported in Tab I, while total analysis e�ciency
II corresponds to the additional systematic on the PSA ef-
ficiency. We report the systematic on the �0⌫ global mode
obtained leaving �0⌫ free to assume negative (nonphysical)
values.

Fit parameter systematics

Systematic Prior E↵ect on �̂0⌫

Total analysis e�ciency I Gaussian 0.01%
Total analysis e�ciency II Uniform 0.04%

Containment e�ciency Gaussian 0.01%
Energy and resolution scaling Multivariate 0.02%

Q�� Gaussian 0.02%
Isotopic fraction Gaussian 0.02%

After a period of detector maintenance and opti-
mization, CUORE is stably collecting data at a rate
of 50 kg·yr/month. The experiment is a proof of the
power and scalability of the bolometric technique to the
ton scale. Recent developments in scintillating crystals
demonstrate the technology for a future zero-background
search [19, 53, 54, 68, 69]. These advances will be ex-
ploited in the next generation bolometric experiment,
CUPID [69], which will reuse the CUORE cryostat and
infrastructure.
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• Total exposure TeO2: 

• Bayesian Analysis (BAT)

• Likelihood model: flat continuum (BI),  posited 

peak for 0νββ (rate), peak for 60Co (rate + position)

• Unbinned fit on physical range (rates non-negative),  

uniform prior on !0v


• Systematics: repeat fits with nuisance parameters, allow 
negative rates (<0.4% impact on limit)

CUORE ROI Spectrum

CUORE: 0νββ Search
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tual datasets as obtained from fitting the data with the
background-only model. We fit each pseudo-experiment
with the standard signal-plus-background model and ob-
tain a median 90% CI exclusion sensitivity of 1.7 ·1025 yr.
The probability of obtaining a stronger limit than 3.2 ·

1025 yr is 3%.
We consider the following systematic e↵ects. The dom-

inant one is the systematic error on the PSA e�ciency.
Subdominant e↵ects are induced by the uncertainties on
the energy scale, energy resolution, analysis and contain-
ment e�ciencies, the value of Q�� , and the 130Te natural
isotopic abundance. We implement all systematics as ad-
ditional nuisance parameters in the fit, which can be acti-
vated independently, with the priors reported in Tab. II.
We evaluate the bias induced by each nuisance parame-
ter by looking at the e↵ect on �0⌫ at the posterior global
mode, �̂0⌫ ; for this, we artificially release the �0⌫� 0 con-
straint, allowing �0⌫ to be negative. The best fit with the
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�1.1)·10

�26 yr�1,
with a ⇠ 1.6� background under-fluctuation compatible
with the p-value quoted above. The inclusion of the ad-
ditional nuisance parameters a↵ects the global mode on
�0⌫ by  0.04% (see also Tab. II), and yields a 0.4%
weaker limit.
Assuming 0⌫�� decay is mediated by light neutrino ex-

change, and using the phase space factor from Ref. [56],
the result above corresponds to a set of upper limits
on the e↵ective Majorana mass ranging between 75 and
350meV, where the spread reflects the di↵erent nuclear
matrix element calculations available in literature [57–
67]. The results reported in this paper represent the
most stringent limit on 0⌫�� decay in 130Te, and our
limit on m�� is competitive with the leading ones in the
field [15–19].

TABLE II. Systematics a↵ecting the 0⌫�� decay analysis. To-
tal analysis e�ciency I corresponds to the product of all e�-
ciency terms reported in Tab I, while total analysis e�ciency
II corresponds to the additional systematic on the PSA ef-
ficiency. We report the systematic on the �0⌫ global mode
obtained leaving �0⌫ free to assume negative (nonphysical)
values.

Fit parameter systematics

Systematic Prior E↵ect on �̂0⌫
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Total analysis e�ciency II Uniform 0.04%

Containment e�ciency Gaussian 0.01%
Energy and resolution scaling Multivariate 0.02%
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After a period of detector maintenance and opti-
mization, CUORE is stably collecting data at a rate
of 50 kg·yr/month. The experiment is a proof of the
power and scalability of the bolometric technique to the
ton scale. Recent developments in scintillating crystals
demonstrate the technology for a future zero-background
search [19, 53, 54, 68, 69]. These advances will be ex-
ploited in the next generation bolometric experiment,
CUPID [69], which will reuse the CUORE cryostat and
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<latexit sha1_base64="+OpxE54m8ox9NJXRQTe3a1BoYHU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+OpxE54m8ox9NJXRQTe3a1BoYHU=">AAAChXicdVFda9swFJXdbe28r6x73ItYCGSQerLbNC3so6wv21sHSVqIUiMrSiNqyUaSC0Hon+xX7W3/ZnLqh7XdLkgczr336OjevCq4Ngj9DsKtR4+fbO88jZ49f/HyVef17lSXtaJsQsuiVBc50azgkk0MNwW7qBQjIi/YeX592uTPb5jSvJRjs67YXJAryZecEuOprPOzN85s8iF1lxZhWTv4eT9OseGCaZigS5sOHcSCmJUSdq0gHuBB/xjhHh6cxt/fu6iHV8TYsbsr8gkm8ei/Ki4SmcU5M2RzOfgRjoZwb3+IGv22TLCpyzpdFKNNwIcgaUEXtHGWdX7hRUlrwaShBdF6lqDKzC1RhtOCuQjXmlWEXpMrNvNQEm9wbjdTdLDnmQVclsofaeCG/bvDEqH1WuS+svGo7+ca8l+5WW2WR3PLZVUbJuntQ8u6gKaEzUrggitGTbH2gFDFvVdIV0QRavziIj+E5P6XH4JpGice/zjonnxtx7ED3oJ3oA8SMAIn4Bs4AxNAgzDoB0mQhtvhXngQHt6WhkHb8wbcifDLH9i0vOY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+OpxE54m8ox9NJXRQTe3a1BoYHU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+OpxE54m8ox9NJXRQTe3a1BoYHU=">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</latexit>
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• No evidence for 0νββ decay

• Interpretation in context of light 
Majorana neutrino exchange

T 0⌫
1/2 > 3.2⇥ 1025 yr (90%C.I.)

<latexit sha1_base64="wPpqzbigCNx2BObqdhAN0gYfYKw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wPpqzbigCNx2BObqdhAN0gYfYKw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wPpqzbigCNx2BObqdhAN0gYfYKw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wPpqzbigCNx2BObqdhAN0gYfYKw=">AAACLnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIQKZZypirqRYhF0V8Fqoaklk2ba0ExmSDJCGeaL3PgruhBUxK2fYabtwteBwMm593LPPV7EmdKO82JNTc/Mzs3nFvKLS8srq4W19WsVxpLQBgl5KJseVpQzQRuaaU6bkaQ48Di98Qa1rH5zR6ViobjSw4i2A9wTzGcEayN1CmdXncTdraS3iYNEnMITuGdXkGYBVdB1bpPKQYrKqAxRgHVfBgkcyuxfOnbQNkTlmn1h76SwUyg6tjMC/EvcCSmCCeqdwhPqhiQOqNCEY6VarhPpdoKlZoTTNI9iRSNMBrhHW4YKbPy0k9G5Kdw2Shf6oTRPaDhSv08kOFBqGHimM3Otftcy8b9aK9b+UTthIoo1FWS8yI851CHMsoNdJinRfGgIJpIZr5D0scREm4TzJgT398l/yXXFdg2/3C9WTydx5MAm2AIl4IJDUAXnoA4agIB78AhewZv1YD1b79bHuHXKmsxsgB+wPr8AHgmkPw==</latexit>

Background Index
(1.38± 0.07)⇥ 10�2cnts/(keV · kg · yr)

<latexit sha1_base64="Zd8mF0s695jmiGsiAaOYqzDo8JE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zd8mF0s695jmiGsiAaOYqzDo8JE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zd8mF0s695jmiGsiAaOYqzDo8JE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zd8mF0s695jmiGsiAaOYqzDo8JE=">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</latexit>

Characteristic FWHM ∆E at Qββ

7.0± 0.3 keV
<latexit sha1_base64="VAMV6t+MvT7ZRtzOmxdw4E9OyDE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VAMV6t+MvT7ZRtzOmxdw4E9OyDE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VAMV6t+MvT7ZRtzOmxdw4E9OyDE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VAMV6t+MvT7ZRtzOmxdw4E9OyDE=">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</latexit>

Detector Performance Parameters
372.5 kg · yr

<latexit sha1_base64="kFvozNNidApj6ck6+0ygbm5k7Cc=">AAACrXicbVFbb9MwFHYyLiPcynjk5YgqUotKmqRMHS9oYi/wVqS1G9Rt5bpuZiVxIttBiqLw6/gFvPFvcNoMjY0jWfr8nfOd6zpPuNK+/9uyD+7df/Dw8JHz+MnTZ887L45mKiskZVOaJZm8XBPFEi7YVHOdsMtcMpKuE3axjs8a/8V3JhXPxLkuc7ZISST4llOiDbXq/HTPV1UwDOtl5WNR1PABRl6INU+ZgsBfVuFxjQd4ADgl+kqmFZSy+ffe+9gFPDjzPnv9Ghy3F3ijE8B5Cr7nj/twI8XbsL5WU6HVsBezGaabTEMcwR6Usl877tjz2wyjv/V+mGCTfzQOveOm8DUfRzslHpSyXnW6pujO4C4IWtBFrU1WnV94k9EiZULThCg1D/xcLyoiNacJqx1cKJYTGpOIzQ0UxIyyqHbbrsE1zAa2mTRPaNixNxUVSZUq07WJbHpVt30N+T/fvNDbk0XFRV5oJui+0LZIQGfQnA42XDKqk9IAQiU3vQK9IpJQbQ7smCUEt0e+C2ahFxj85V339GO7jkP0Cr1GPRSgMTpFn9AETRG13lgT66v1zR7aUxvby32obbWal+gfs6M/Nz7I8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kFvozNNidApj6ck6+0ygbm5k7Cc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kFvozNNidApj6ck6+0ygbm5k7Cc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kFvozNNidApj6ck6+0ygbm5k7Cc=">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</latexit>
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FIG. 4. ROI spectrum with the best-fit curve (solid red) and
the best fit-curve with the 0⌫�� decay component fixed to
the 90% CI limit (dashed blue).
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FIG. 5. Posterior on �0⌫ with all systematics included for the
fit on the physical range (�0⌫> 0) and on the full range. The
90% CI is shown in blue.

and flat background components, and divided into 7
datasets with the same exposure and BI of the ac-
tual datasets as obtained from fitting the data with the
background-only model. We fit each pseudo-experiment
with the standard signal-plus-background model and ob-
tain a median 90% CI exclusion sensitivity of 1.7 ·1025 yr.
The probability of obtaining a stronger limit than 3.2 ·

1025 yr is 3%.
We consider the following systematic e↵ects. The dom-

inant one is the systematic error on the PSA e�ciency.
Subdominant e↵ects are induced by the uncertainties on
the energy scale, energy resolution, analysis and contain-
ment e�ciencies, the value of Q�� , and the 130Te natural
isotopic abundance. We implement all systematics as ad-
ditional nuisance parameters in the fit, which can be acti-
vated independently, with the priors reported in Tab. II.
We evaluate the bias induced by each nuisance parame-
ter by looking at the e↵ect on �0⌫ at the posterior global
mode, �̂0⌫ ; for this, we artificially release the �0⌫� 0 con-
straint, allowing �0⌫ to be negative. The best fit with the

artificially extended range is �̂0⌫=(�3.5+2.2
�1.1)·10

�26 yr�1,
with a ⇠ 1.6� background under-fluctuation compatible
with the p-value quoted above. The inclusion of the ad-
ditional nuisance parameters a↵ects the global mode on
�0⌫ by  0.04% (see also Tab. II), and yields a 0.4%
weaker limit.
Assuming 0⌫�� decay is mediated by light neutrino ex-

change, and using the phase space factor from Ref. [56],
the result above corresponds to a set of upper limits
on the e↵ective Majorana mass ranging between 75 and
350meV, where the spread reflects the di↵erent nuclear
matrix element calculations available in literature [57–
67]. The results reported in this paper represent the
most stringent limit on 0⌫�� decay in 130Te, and our
limit on m�� is competitive with the leading ones in the
field [15–19].

TABLE II. Systematics a↵ecting the 0⌫�� decay analysis. To-
tal analysis e�ciency I corresponds to the product of all e�-
ciency terms reported in Tab I, while total analysis e�ciency
II corresponds to the additional systematic on the PSA ef-
ficiency. We report the systematic on the �0⌫ global mode
obtained leaving �0⌫ free to assume negative (nonphysical)
values.

Fit parameter systematics

Systematic Prior E↵ect on �̂0⌫

Total analysis e�ciency I Gaussian 0.01%
Total analysis e�ciency II Uniform 0.04%

Containment e�ciency Gaussian 0.01%
Energy and resolution scaling Multivariate 0.02%

Q�� Gaussian 0.02%
Isotopic fraction Gaussian 0.02%

After a period of detector maintenance and opti-
mization, CUORE is stably collecting data at a rate
of 50 kg·yr/month. The experiment is a proof of the
power and scalability of the bolometric technique to the
ton scale. Recent developments in scintillating crystals
demonstrate the technology for a future zero-background
search [19, 53, 54, 68, 69]. These advances will be ex-
ploited in the next generation bolometric experiment,
CUPID [69], which will reuse the CUORE cryostat and
infrastructure.
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• Total exposure TeO2: 

• Bayesian Analysis (BAT)

• Likelihood model: flat continuum (BI),  posited 

peak for 0νββ (rate), peak for 60Co (rate + position)

• Unbinned fit on physical range (rates non-negative),  

uniform prior on !0v


• Systematics: repeat fits with nuisance parameters, allow 
negative rates (<0.4% impact on limit)
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FIG. 4. ROI spectrum with the best-fit curve (solid red) and
the best fit-curve with the 0⌫�� decay component fixed to
the 90% CI limit (dashed blue).
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and flat background components, and divided into 7
datasets with the same exposure and BI of the ac-
tual datasets as obtained from fitting the data with the
background-only model. We fit each pseudo-experiment
with the standard signal-plus-background model and ob-
tain a median 90% CI exclusion sensitivity of 1.7 ·1025 yr.
The probability of obtaining a stronger limit than 3.2 ·

1025 yr is 3%.
We consider the following systematic e↵ects. The dom-

inant one is the systematic error on the PSA e�ciency.
Subdominant e↵ects are induced by the uncertainties on
the energy scale, energy resolution, analysis and contain-
ment e�ciencies, the value of Q�� , and the 130Te natural
isotopic abundance. We implement all systematics as ad-
ditional nuisance parameters in the fit, which can be acti-
vated independently, with the priors reported in Tab. II.
We evaluate the bias induced by each nuisance parame-
ter by looking at the e↵ect on �0⌫ at the posterior global
mode, �̂0⌫ ; for this, we artificially release the �0⌫� 0 con-
straint, allowing �0⌫ to be negative. The best fit with the

artificially extended range is �̂0⌫=(�3.5+2.2
�1.1)·10

�26 yr�1,
with a ⇠ 1.6� background under-fluctuation compatible
with the p-value quoted above. The inclusion of the ad-
ditional nuisance parameters a↵ects the global mode on
�0⌫ by  0.04% (see also Tab. II), and yields a 0.4%
weaker limit.
Assuming 0⌫�� decay is mediated by light neutrino ex-

change, and using the phase space factor from Ref. [56],
the result above corresponds to a set of upper limits
on the e↵ective Majorana mass ranging between 75 and
350meV, where the spread reflects the di↵erent nuclear
matrix element calculations available in literature [57–
67]. The results reported in this paper represent the
most stringent limit on 0⌫�� decay in 130Te, and our
limit on m�� is competitive with the leading ones in the
field [15–19].

TABLE II. Systematics a↵ecting the 0⌫�� decay analysis. To-
tal analysis e�ciency I corresponds to the product of all e�-
ciency terms reported in Tab I, while total analysis e�ciency
II corresponds to the additional systematic on the PSA ef-
ficiency. We report the systematic on the �0⌫ global mode
obtained leaving �0⌫ free to assume negative (nonphysical)
values.

Fit parameter systematics

Systematic Prior E↵ect on �̂0⌫

Total analysis e�ciency I Gaussian 0.01%
Total analysis e�ciency II Uniform 0.04%

Containment e�ciency Gaussian 0.01%
Energy and resolution scaling Multivariate 0.02%

Q�� Gaussian 0.02%
Isotopic fraction Gaussian 0.02%

After a period of detector maintenance and opti-
mization, CUORE is stably collecting data at a rate
of 50 kg·yr/month. The experiment is a proof of the
power and scalability of the bolometric technique to the
ton scale. Recent developments in scintillating crystals
demonstrate the technology for a future zero-background
search [19, 53, 54, 68, 69]. These advances will be ex-
ploited in the next generation bolometric experiment,
CUPID [69], which will reuse the CUORE cryostat and
infrastructure.
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m�� < 75� 350meV
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• No evidence for 0νββ decay

• Interpretation in context of light 
Majorana neutrino exchange

T 0⌫
1/2 > 3.2⇥ 1025 yr (90%C.I.)
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Background Index
(1.38± 0.07)⇥ 10�2cnts/(keV · kg · yr)
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Characteristic FWHM ∆E at Qββ
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Detector Performance Parameters
372.5 kg · yr
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FIG. 4. ROI spectrum with the best-fit curve (solid red) and
the best fit-curve with the 0⌫�� decay component fixed to
the 90% CI limit (dashed blue).
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FIG. 5. Posterior on �0⌫ with all systematics included for the
fit on the physical range (�0⌫> 0) and on the full range. The
90% CI is shown in blue.

and flat background components, and divided into 7
datasets with the same exposure and BI of the ac-
tual datasets as obtained from fitting the data with the
background-only model. We fit each pseudo-experiment
with the standard signal-plus-background model and ob-
tain a median 90% CI exclusion sensitivity of 1.7 ·1025 yr.
The probability of obtaining a stronger limit than 3.2 ·

1025 yr is 3%.
We consider the following systematic e↵ects. The dom-

inant one is the systematic error on the PSA e�ciency.
Subdominant e↵ects are induced by the uncertainties on
the energy scale, energy resolution, analysis and contain-
ment e�ciencies, the value of Q�� , and the 130Te natural
isotopic abundance. We implement all systematics as ad-
ditional nuisance parameters in the fit, which can be acti-
vated independently, with the priors reported in Tab. II.
We evaluate the bias induced by each nuisance parame-
ter by looking at the e↵ect on �0⌫ at the posterior global
mode, �̂0⌫ ; for this, we artificially release the �0⌫� 0 con-
straint, allowing �0⌫ to be negative. The best fit with the

artificially extended range is �̂0⌫=(�3.5+2.2
�1.1)·10

�26 yr�1,
with a ⇠ 1.6� background under-fluctuation compatible
with the p-value quoted above. The inclusion of the ad-
ditional nuisance parameters a↵ects the global mode on
�0⌫ by  0.04% (see also Tab. II), and yields a 0.4%
weaker limit.
Assuming 0⌫�� decay is mediated by light neutrino ex-

change, and using the phase space factor from Ref. [56],
the result above corresponds to a set of upper limits
on the e↵ective Majorana mass ranging between 75 and
350meV, where the spread reflects the di↵erent nuclear
matrix element calculations available in literature [57–
67]. The results reported in this paper represent the
most stringent limit on 0⌫�� decay in 130Te, and our
limit on m�� is competitive with the leading ones in the
field [15–19].

TABLE II. Systematics a↵ecting the 0⌫�� decay analysis. To-
tal analysis e�ciency I corresponds to the product of all e�-
ciency terms reported in Tab I, while total analysis e�ciency
II corresponds to the additional systematic on the PSA ef-
ficiency. We report the systematic on the �0⌫ global mode
obtained leaving �0⌫ free to assume negative (nonphysical)
values.

Fit parameter systematics

Systematic Prior E↵ect on �̂0⌫

Total analysis e�ciency I Gaussian 0.01%
Total analysis e�ciency II Uniform 0.04%

Containment e�ciency Gaussian 0.01%
Energy and resolution scaling Multivariate 0.02%

Q�� Gaussian 0.02%
Isotopic fraction Gaussian 0.02%

After a period of detector maintenance and opti-
mization, CUORE is stably collecting data at a rate
of 50 kg·yr/month. The experiment is a proof of the
power and scalability of the bolometric technique to the
ton scale. Recent developments in scintillating crystals
demonstrate the technology for a future zero-background
search [19, 53, 54, 68, 69]. These advances will be ex-
ploited in the next generation bolometric experiment,
CUPID [69], which will reuse the CUORE cryostat and
infrastructure.
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• Total exposure TeO2: 

• Bayesian Analysis (BAT)

• Likelihood model: flat continuum (BI),  posited 

peak for 0νββ (rate), peak for 60Co (rate + position)

• Unbinned fit on physical range (rates non-negative),  

uniform prior on !0v


• Systematics: repeat fits with nuisance parameters, allow 
negative rates (<0.4% impact on limit)
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FIG. 4. ROI spectrum with the best-fit curve (solid red) and
the best fit-curve with the 0⌫�� decay component fixed to
the 90% CI limit (dashed blue).
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FIG. 5. Posterior on �0⌫ with all systematics included for the
fit on the physical range (�0⌫> 0) and on the full range. The
90% CI is shown in blue.

and flat background components, and divided into 7
datasets with the same exposure and BI of the ac-
tual datasets as obtained from fitting the data with the
background-only model. We fit each pseudo-experiment
with the standard signal-plus-background model and ob-
tain a median 90% CI exclusion sensitivity of 1.7 ·1025 yr.
The probability of obtaining a stronger limit than 3.2 ·

1025 yr is 3%.
We consider the following systematic e↵ects. The dom-

inant one is the systematic error on the PSA e�ciency.
Subdominant e↵ects are induced by the uncertainties on
the energy scale, energy resolution, analysis and contain-
ment e�ciencies, the value of Q�� , and the 130Te natural
isotopic abundance. We implement all systematics as ad-
ditional nuisance parameters in the fit, which can be acti-
vated independently, with the priors reported in Tab. II.
We evaluate the bias induced by each nuisance parame-
ter by looking at the e↵ect on �0⌫ at the posterior global
mode, �̂0⌫ ; for this, we artificially release the �0⌫� 0 con-
straint, allowing �0⌫ to be negative. The best fit with the

artificially extended range is �̂0⌫=(�3.5+2.2
�1.1)·10

�26 yr�1,
with a ⇠ 1.6� background under-fluctuation compatible
with the p-value quoted above. The inclusion of the ad-
ditional nuisance parameters a↵ects the global mode on
�0⌫ by  0.04% (see also Tab. II), and yields a 0.4%
weaker limit.
Assuming 0⌫�� decay is mediated by light neutrino ex-

change, and using the phase space factor from Ref. [56],
the result above corresponds to a set of upper limits
on the e↵ective Majorana mass ranging between 75 and
350meV, where the spread reflects the di↵erent nuclear
matrix element calculations available in literature [57–
67]. The results reported in this paper represent the
most stringent limit on 0⌫�� decay in 130Te, and our
limit on m�� is competitive with the leading ones in the
field [15–19].

TABLE II. Systematics a↵ecting the 0⌫�� decay analysis. To-
tal analysis e�ciency I corresponds to the product of all e�-
ciency terms reported in Tab I, while total analysis e�ciency
II corresponds to the additional systematic on the PSA ef-
ficiency. We report the systematic on the �0⌫ global mode
obtained leaving �0⌫ free to assume negative (nonphysical)
values.

Fit parameter systematics

Systematic Prior E↵ect on �̂0⌫

Total analysis e�ciency I Gaussian 0.01%
Total analysis e�ciency II Uniform 0.04%

Containment e�ciency Gaussian 0.01%
Energy and resolution scaling Multivariate 0.02%

Q�� Gaussian 0.02%
Isotopic fraction Gaussian 0.02%

After a period of detector maintenance and opti-
mization, CUORE is stably collecting data at a rate
of 50 kg·yr/month. The experiment is a proof of the
power and scalability of the bolometric technique to the
ton scale. Recent developments in scintillating crystals
demonstrate the technology for a future zero-background
search [19, 53, 54, 68, 69]. These advances will be ex-
ploited in the next generation bolometric experiment,
CUPID [69], which will reuse the CUORE cryostat and
infrastructure.
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m�� < 75� 350meV
<latexit sha1_base64="+OpxE54m8ox9NJXRQTe3a1BoYHU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+OpxE54m8ox9NJXRQTe3a1BoYHU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+OpxE54m8ox9NJXRQTe3a1BoYHU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+OpxE54m8ox9NJXRQTe3a1BoYHU=">AAAChXicdVFda9swFJXdbe28r6x73ItYCGSQerLbNC3so6wv21sHSVqIUiMrSiNqyUaSC0Hon+xX7W3/ZnLqh7XdLkgczr336OjevCq4Ngj9DsKtR4+fbO88jZ49f/HyVef17lSXtaJsQsuiVBc50azgkk0MNwW7qBQjIi/YeX592uTPb5jSvJRjs67YXJAryZecEuOprPOzN85s8iF1lxZhWTv4eT9OseGCaZigS5sOHcSCmJUSdq0gHuBB/xjhHh6cxt/fu6iHV8TYsbsr8gkm8ei/Ki4SmcU5M2RzOfgRjoZwb3+IGv22TLCpyzpdFKNNwIcgaUEXtHGWdX7hRUlrwaShBdF6lqDKzC1RhtOCuQjXmlWEXpMrNvNQEm9wbjdTdLDnmQVclsofaeCG/bvDEqH1WuS+svGo7+ca8l+5WW2WR3PLZVUbJuntQ8u6gKaEzUrggitGTbH2gFDFvVdIV0QRavziIj+E5P6XH4JpGice/zjonnxtx7ED3oJ3oA8SMAIn4Bs4AxNAgzDoB0mQhtvhXngQHt6WhkHb8wbcifDLH9i0vOY=</latexit>
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• No evidence for 0νββ decay

• Interpretation in context of light 
Majorana neutrino exchange

T 0⌫
1/2 > 3.2⇥ 1025 yr (90%C.I.)

<latexit sha1_base64="wPpqzbigCNx2BObqdhAN0gYfYKw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wPpqzbigCNx2BObqdhAN0gYfYKw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wPpqzbigCNx2BObqdhAN0gYfYKw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wPpqzbigCNx2BObqdhAN0gYfYKw=">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</latexit>

Background Index
(1.38± 0.07)⇥ 10�2cnts/(keV · kg · yr)

<latexit sha1_base64="Zd8mF0s695jmiGsiAaOYqzDo8JE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zd8mF0s695jmiGsiAaOYqzDo8JE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zd8mF0s695jmiGsiAaOYqzDo8JE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zd8mF0s695jmiGsiAaOYqzDo8JE=">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</latexit>

Characteristic FWHM ∆E at Qββ

7.0± 0.3 keV
<latexit sha1_base64="VAMV6t+MvT7ZRtzOmxdw4E9OyDE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VAMV6t+MvT7ZRtzOmxdw4E9OyDE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VAMV6t+MvT7ZRtzOmxdw4E9OyDE=">AAACjnicbZFbb9MwFMedcBsZlwweeTmiqtRKJYtTWAcImNjLeBvS2k2qu8px3c5q4kS2gxRF4dvwhXjj2+C0AY2NI1n6+X+uPo7zRGgThr8c987de/cf7Dz0dh89fvLU33s20VmhGB+zLMnURUw1T4TkYyNMwi9yxWkaJ/w8Xh83/vNvXGmRyTNT5nyW0pUUS8GosdLc/9E9m1d4P6ovq5DIooaPMAwiYkTKNeDwsore1GRABkBSaq5UWkGpmnvvbUi6QAbHwZegX4PX7eFgeAgkTyEMwlEfrpV4FdV/spk0er+35hPCFpmB9Qq2UKp+7Y2CsC0w/Nvuu42tYe53bNWNwW3ALXRQa6dz/ydZZKxIuTQsoVpPcZibWUWVESzhtUcKzXPK1nTFpxYltbPOqs06a+haZQHLTNkjDWzU6xkVTbUu09hGNlPqm75G/J9vWpjl4awSMi8Ml2zbaFkkYDJo/gYWQnFmktICZUrYWYFdUUWZsT/o2SXgm0++DZMowJa/vu4cfW7XsYNeoJeohzAaoSN0gk7RGDFn18HOO+e967sH7gf30zbUddqc5+gfc09+AxnpvVc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VAMV6t+MvT7ZRtzOmxdw4E9OyDE=">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</latexit>

Detector Performance Parameters
372.5 kg · yr
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• Cuore has deployed a 
larger mass than 
GERDA. 

• But BI is a factor 30 
worse, limited by 
surface alphas.  

• Resolution is also a 
factor 2/3 worse than 
Ge76 diodes.  

• The “straight” 
technique does not 
extrapolate easily to 
large masses.



• If the absorber also scintillates measuring both the thermal and light signal enables particle 
discrimination

 5

Scintillating Macro Bolometer 

Scintillating bolometers

If the absorber is also an efficient scintillator the 
energy is converted into heat + light

Bolometer features: 

 high energy resolution O(1/1000) 

 wide choice of compound 130TeO2, Li2100MoO4, Zn82Se

 high detection efficiency (source = detector) 

 scalable to large masses 

 particle ID
A background-free experiment is possible: 
α-background: identification and rejection 

β/γ-background: ββ isotope with large Q-value

A bolometer is a highly sensitive calorimeter 
operated @ cryogenic temperature (~10 mK). 

Energy deposits are measured as temperature 
variations of the absorber.
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Thermometers)
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Energy)
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Figure 3: Operating principle of a scintillating bolometer. The release of energy inside a
scintillating crystal follows two channels: light production and thermal excitation.

A scintillating bolometer functions by operating a scintillating crystal as a281

cryogenic bolometer (as described above) and coupling it to a light detector, as282

shown in Fig. 3. As it is for other large mass bolometers, the device works only283

at extremely low temperatures (⇠10 mK).284

When a particle traverses the scintillating crystal and interacts with the285

lattice, a large fraction of the energy is transferred into the crystal as heat,286

raising the internal energy, thus inducing the already mentioned temperature287

rise. A small fraction of the deposited energy produces scintillation light that288

propagates as photons outside the crystal. These are then detected by a separate289

light detector facing the crystal. The light detectors used so far for scintillating290

bolometers are bolometers themselves and consist of germanium wafers, kept291

at the same temperature as the main bolometer. Scintillation photons deposit292

heat into the wafer and induce a temperature rise, which is then measured by293

a second thermistor.294

The signals registered by the two thermistors are conventionally named heat295

(the one generated in the main bolometer) and light (the one induced in the296

light detector). Although they have the same nature (temperature rises), they297

originate by di↵erent processes.298

An interesting feature of scintillating bolometers is that the ratio between the299

light and heat signals depends on the particle mass and charge. Indeed, while300

the thermal response of a bolometer has only a slight dependence on the particle301

10

Bolometer

• Light detection at mK temperatures is achieved with secondary bolometer (such as Ge wafer) 

CUPID will use  
this technique

CUPID: CUORE Upgrade with Particle ID
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• Array of 1500 Li2100MoO4  scintillating bolometers 

• Enriched to >95% in 100Mo (250kg of 100Mo)

• 100Mo Q-value: 3034 keV  β/γ background 
significantly reduced 

• Exploit Particle ID using scintillation bolometer 
technique

‣ Technique robustly demonstrated  
by CUPID-0 and CUPID-Mo

• Reuse CUORE cryogenic infrastructure at LNGS   

• Add external muon veto

Figure44:GeometryoftheCUPIDdetectorarray
withcylindricalcrystalsimplementedintheCUORE
Geant4simulationsoftware.

Figure45:Breakdownofthe
CUPID�/�countingrate
predictedbytheBMinthe
100MoROI.Here,thebase-
lineconfigurationisconsid-
ered.Asdiscussedinthe
text,thesubstitutionofthe
reflectivefoilwithareflective
coatingonLi2MoO4crys-
talswoulddramaticallyre-
duceboththeUandThcon-
tributionsofcrystals(here
dominatedbysurfacecon-
taminants)andthatofthe
reflectoritself.
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8 Phased Deployment

Bolometric experiments with a large number of individual crystals and towers are well suited for phased
deployment, starting data taking with a fraction of the total isotopic mass. We foresee an option of
deploying the first few towers assembled for CUPID early, while the rest of the crystals are being procured
and the detectors assembled. Such phase “CUPID-I” could be deployed in a separate cryostat at LNGS,
or in the CUORE cryostat if it is available. Similar to CUORE-0, which was developed as part of the
CUORE project R&D and was invaluable in vetting the CUORE assembly procedures and the background
model, CUPID-I phase would be an important step in the project execution plan. At the same time,
a detector with mass of 50-70 kg and nearly zero background, deployed in the early 2020s, would be a
leading NLDBD experiment in its own right.

The main phase of CUPID is a detector deployed in the CUORE cryostat. Its size is determined
by the volume of the existing 10 mK vessel and is not limited by the available cooling power. The
baseline CUPID design parameters are listed in Table 1. We assume a conservative background goal
of 10�4counts/(keV·kg·yr); as discussed in Section 7, this goal is readily achievable with the existing
technology.

At the same time, it is instructive to consider the ultimate sensitivity of a bolometric detector not
limited by the current technology and infrastructure. We consider two additional scenarios for the
purposes of computing the ultimate sensitivity of the CUPID program. One is the detector deployed
in the CUORE cryostat, but operating in the nearly zero-background mode, which corresponds to the
background index of 2 ⇥ 10�5counts/(keV·kg·yr). This is an optimistic “reach” goal for CUPID. As
Section 7 demonstrates, reaching this background goal is possible with additional R&D: eliminating the
reflective foil backgrounds, reducing the bulk and surface backgrounds from the crystals (e.g. by additional
purification of Li2MoO4 crystals and elimination of surface backgrounds by pulse shape discrimination),
and reducing the 2⌫�� pileup background to below 10�5counts/(keV·kg·yr) level through the use of
higher-bandwidth sensors.

Finally, we consider a strawman ultimate bolometric detector “CUPID-1T”, consisting of 1.8 tons of
Li2MoO4, or 1000 kg of 100Mo. Such detector could be accommodated in a new cryostat approximately 4
times larger than CUORE, within the capabilities of the CUORE cryogenic systems. For optimal sensitiv-
ity, we assume that the backgrounds could be further reduced to the level of 5⇥ 10�6counts/(keV·kg·yr).
Such background levels are within the realm of possibility for the transition energy of 3034 keV, especially
considering advances in material screening and radiopurity, and advanced high-speed, high-resolution sen-
sors being developed within CUPID (Section 5.4.2). Such a detector would be the ultimate Phase III
of the CUPID program, a bolometric detector with the sensitivity in the Normal Hierarchy of neutrino
masses. In case of a discovery, such a detector could also explore other isotopes, e.g. 130Te.

We summarize the parameters of the possible CUPID detector phases in Table 10. The sensitivity to
various models of NLDBD are discussed in Section 9.

Table 10: Parameters of the CUPID detector in the baseline scenario, in the optimistic background
scenario, and for a large bolometric detector with 1 metric ton of 100Mo isotope.

Parameter CUPID Baseline CUPID-reach CUPID-1T

Crystal Li2100MoO4 Li2100MoO4 Li2100MoO4

Detector mass (kg) 472 472 1871
100Mo mass (kg) 253 253 1000
Energy resolution FWHM (keV) 5 5 5
Background index (counts/(keV·kg·yr)) 10�4 2 ⇥ 10�5 5 ⇥ 10�6

Containment e�ciency 79% 79% 79%
Selection e�ciency 90% 90% 90%
Livetime (years) 10 10 10
Half-life exclusion sensitivity (90% C.L.) 1.5 ⇥ 1027 y 2.3 ⇥ 1027 y 9.2 ⇥ 1027 y
Half-life discovery sensitivity (3�) 1.1 ⇥ 1027 y 2 ⇥ 1027 y 8 ⇥ 1027 y
m�� exclusion sensitivity (90% C.L.) 10–17 meV 8.2–14 meV 4.1–6.8 MeV
m�� discovery sensitivity (3�) 12–20 meV 8.8–15 meV 4.4–7.3 meV
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3 Overview of the experiment

3.1 CUPID detector concept

In CUPID, the main bolometer crystals will be grown from Li2100MoO4. The Mo component will be
enriched to � 95% in 100Mo. At this stage of the conceptual design, we envision the use of cylindrical
crystals with 50 mm diameter and 50 mm height, corresponding to a mass of ⇠ 308 g. We selected
such a mass so that pile-up of 100Mo ordinary 2⌫�� decay events in a single crystal will contribute to
background in the ROI at a level compatible with the CUPID target BI of 10�4 counts/(keV·kg·yr) (see
Section 7.1.2).

As in CUORE, a NTD Ge thermistor will be glued to the crystal on a flat surface, in order to provide
the thermal signal. In the baseline design, the curved surface of each crystal are surrounded by a light-
reflecting foil to maximize light collection, and the flat surfaces of the crystals are exposed to bolometric
light detectors fabricated from Ge wafers with 5 cm diameter. The Ge wafers are also instrumented
with an NTD as a thermal detector. The structure of a single CUPID scintillating bolometer is shown
in Fig. 5. The crystals and the light-detector wafers are supported by PTFE elements connecting them
to round copper frames. These frames are stacked by means of copper columns, forming a detector
tower conceptually similar to those of CUPID-0 and CUPID-Mo. Light detectors are placed between
successive crystals, thus each light detector will serve two crystals at the same time. With this design, we
anticipate 1534 crystals in the full array, corresponding to about 253 kg of 100Mo. Fig. 44 of Section 7.4
shows the CUPID array hosted inside the CUORE cryostat. The basic unit geometry is a cylindrical
main bolometer with reflective foil and Ge light detector disc. This has been used with great success in
CUPID-0 [30] (see Fig. 5, right panel) and CUPID-Mo [17]. The array will be operated at 10-20 mK.

Figure 5: Left: schematic
view of the CUPID single
module according to the
baseline design. Right:
photo of a CUPID-0
scintillating bolometer,
prefiguring the CUPID
single-module structure.
The reflective foil sur-
rounding the crystal is
visible.

In the rest of this section, we describe the results achieved in CUPID-Mo and its preparation mea-
surements. CUPID-Mo is placed in the context of the LUMINEU project [17, 27, 39], which shows the
maturity reached by the proposed technology and the high standard of the Li2MoO4 detectors in terms
of energy resolution, ↵/� rejection capabilities, internal radiopurity, and overall reproducibility of the
results. The single module of CUPID-Mo consists of a crystal of Li2100MoO4 enriched at more than
⇠ 96% in 100Mo. The crystals are cylinders with 44 mm diameter and 45 mm height coupled to NTD Ge
thermistors. At least one of the flat surfaces of each crystal is exposed to a light detector, consisting of
an NTD-instrumented Ge wafer with a diameter of 44 mm and coated with a 70-nm-thick SiO layer on
both sides to maximize light absorption. In the tests preceding CUPID-Mo, we operated modules with
and without reflecting foils, achieving a satisfactory ↵/� separation in both cases. In CUPID-Mo, we
opted for a conservative approach and used the reflective foil in all the 20 modules installed. The results
achieved in the tests preceding CUPID-Mo and confirmed by CUPID-Mo itself are summarized below:

– We routinely obtained energy resolutions of ⇠ 5 keV FWHM at 2615 keV.

– The heat-light readout yields an ↵ rejection at the level of 99.9% with nearly full acceptance of the
� and � events.

– The strict crystal production protocol guarantees internal contamination . 5 µBq/kg for both
232Th and 238U, and . 5 mBq/kg for 40K.

– The heat channel features rise-times (from 10% to 90% of the signal maximum) of ⇠ 15–30 ms and
decay-times (from 90% to 30% of the signal maximum) of ⇠ 100–500 ms, depending on the detector
and on the operation temperature.
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CUPID baseline goals are within the 
reach of existing detector technology 
and infrastructure  
No further R&D is needed
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• Array of 1500 Li2100MoO4  scintillating bolometers 

• Enriched to >95% in 100Mo (250kg of 100Mo)

• 100Mo Q-value: 3034 keV  β/γ background 
significantly reduced 

• Exploit Particle ID using scintillation bolometer 
technique

‣ Technique robustly demonstrated  
by CUPID-0 and CUPID-Mo
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8 Phased Deployment

Bolometric experiments with a large number of individual crystals and towers are well suited for phased
deployment, starting data taking with a fraction of the total isotopic mass. We foresee an option of
deploying the first few towers assembled for CUPID early, while the rest of the crystals are being procured
and the detectors assembled. Such phase “CUPID-I” could be deployed in a separate cryostat at LNGS,
or in the CUORE cryostat if it is available. Similar to CUORE-0, which was developed as part of the
CUORE project R&D and was invaluable in vetting the CUORE assembly procedures and the background
model, CUPID-I phase would be an important step in the project execution plan. At the same time,
a detector with mass of 50-70 kg and nearly zero background, deployed in the early 2020s, would be a
leading NLDBD experiment in its own right.

The main phase of CUPID is a detector deployed in the CUORE cryostat. Its size is determined
by the volume of the existing 10 mK vessel and is not limited by the available cooling power. The
baseline CUPID design parameters are listed in Table 1. We assume a conservative background goal
of 10�4counts/(keV·kg·yr); as discussed in Section 7, this goal is readily achievable with the existing
technology.

At the same time, it is instructive to consider the ultimate sensitivity of a bolometric detector not
limited by the current technology and infrastructure. We consider two additional scenarios for the
purposes of computing the ultimate sensitivity of the CUPID program. One is the detector deployed
in the CUORE cryostat, but operating in the nearly zero-background mode, which corresponds to the
background index of 2 ⇥ 10�5counts/(keV·kg·yr). This is an optimistic “reach” goal for CUPID. As
Section 7 demonstrates, reaching this background goal is possible with additional R&D: eliminating the
reflective foil backgrounds, reducing the bulk and surface backgrounds from the crystals (e.g. by additional
purification of Li2MoO4 crystals and elimination of surface backgrounds by pulse shape discrimination),
and reducing the 2⌫�� pileup background to below 10�5counts/(keV·kg·yr) level through the use of
higher-bandwidth sensors.

Finally, we consider a strawman ultimate bolometric detector “CUPID-1T”, consisting of 1.8 tons of
Li2MoO4, or 1000 kg of 100Mo. Such detector could be accommodated in a new cryostat approximately 4
times larger than CUORE, within the capabilities of the CUORE cryogenic systems. For optimal sensitiv-
ity, we assume that the backgrounds could be further reduced to the level of 5⇥ 10�6counts/(keV·kg·yr).
Such background levels are within the realm of possibility for the transition energy of 3034 keV, especially
considering advances in material screening and radiopurity, and advanced high-speed, high-resolution sen-
sors being developed within CUPID (Section 5.4.2). Such a detector would be the ultimate Phase III
of the CUPID program, a bolometric detector with the sensitivity in the Normal Hierarchy of neutrino
masses. In case of a discovery, such a detector could also explore other isotopes, e.g. 130Te.

We summarize the parameters of the possible CUPID detector phases in Table 10. The sensitivity to
various models of NLDBD are discussed in Section 9.

Table 10: Parameters of the CUPID detector in the baseline scenario, in the optimistic background
scenario, and for a large bolometric detector with 1 metric ton of 100Mo isotope.

Parameter CUPID Baseline CUPID-reach CUPID-1T

Crystal Li2100MoO4 Li2100MoO4 Li2100MoO4

Detector mass (kg) 472 472 1871
100Mo mass (kg) 253 253 1000
Energy resolution FWHM (keV) 5 5 5
Background index (counts/(keV·kg·yr)) 10�4 2 ⇥ 10�5 5 ⇥ 10�6

Containment e�ciency 79% 79% 79%
Selection e�ciency 90% 90% 90%
Livetime (years) 10 10 10
Half-life exclusion sensitivity (90% C.L.) 1.5 ⇥ 1027 y 2.3 ⇥ 1027 y 9.2 ⇥ 1027 y
Half-life discovery sensitivity (3�) 1.1 ⇥ 1027 y 2 ⇥ 1027 y 8 ⇥ 1027 y
m�� exclusion sensitivity (90% C.L.) 10–17 meV 8.2–14 meV 4.1–6.8 MeV
m�� discovery sensitivity (3�) 12–20 meV 8.8–15 meV 4.4–7.3 meV
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3.1 CUPID detector concept

In CUPID, the main bolometer crystals will be grown from Li2100MoO4. The Mo component will be
enriched to � 95% in 100Mo. At this stage of the conceptual design, we envision the use of cylindrical
crystals with 50 mm diameter and 50 mm height, corresponding to a mass of ⇠ 308 g. We selected
such a mass so that pile-up of 100Mo ordinary 2⌫�� decay events in a single crystal will contribute to
background in the ROI at a level compatible with the CUPID target BI of 10�4 counts/(keV·kg·yr) (see
Section 7.1.2).

As in CUORE, a NTD Ge thermistor will be glued to the crystal on a flat surface, in order to provide
the thermal signal. In the baseline design, the curved surface of each crystal are surrounded by a light-
reflecting foil to maximize light collection, and the flat surfaces of the crystals are exposed to bolometric
light detectors fabricated from Ge wafers with 5 cm diameter. The Ge wafers are also instrumented
with an NTD as a thermal detector. The structure of a single CUPID scintillating bolometer is shown
in Fig. 5. The crystals and the light-detector wafers are supported by PTFE elements connecting them
to round copper frames. These frames are stacked by means of copper columns, forming a detector
tower conceptually similar to those of CUPID-0 and CUPID-Mo. Light detectors are placed between
successive crystals, thus each light detector will serve two crystals at the same time. With this design, we
anticipate 1534 crystals in the full array, corresponding to about 253 kg of 100Mo. Fig. 44 of Section 7.4
shows the CUPID array hosted inside the CUORE cryostat. The basic unit geometry is a cylindrical
main bolometer with reflective foil and Ge light detector disc. This has been used with great success in
CUPID-0 [30] (see Fig. 5, right panel) and CUPID-Mo [17]. The array will be operated at 10-20 mK.
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In the rest of this section, we describe the results achieved in CUPID-Mo and its preparation mea-
surements. CUPID-Mo is placed in the context of the LUMINEU project [17, 27, 39], which shows the
maturity reached by the proposed technology and the high standard of the Li2MoO4 detectors in terms
of energy resolution, ↵/� rejection capabilities, internal radiopurity, and overall reproducibility of the
results. The single module of CUPID-Mo consists of a crystal of Li2100MoO4 enriched at more than
⇠ 96% in 100Mo. The crystals are cylinders with 44 mm diameter and 45 mm height coupled to NTD Ge
thermistors. At least one of the flat surfaces of each crystal is exposed to a light detector, consisting of
an NTD-instrumented Ge wafer with a diameter of 44 mm and coated with a 70-nm-thick SiO layer on
both sides to maximize light absorption. In the tests preceding CUPID-Mo, we operated modules with
and without reflecting foils, achieving a satisfactory ↵/� separation in both cases. In CUPID-Mo, we
opted for a conservative approach and used the reflective foil in all the 20 modules installed. The results
achieved in the tests preceding CUPID-Mo and confirmed by CUPID-Mo itself are summarized below:

– We routinely obtained energy resolutions of ⇠ 5 keV FWHM at 2615 keV.

– The heat-light readout yields an ↵ rejection at the level of 99.9% with nearly full acceptance of the
� and � events.

– The strict crystal production protocol guarantees internal contamination . 5 µBq/kg for both
232Th and 238U, and . 5 mBq/kg for 40K.

– The heat channel features rise-times (from 10% to 90% of the signal maximum) of ⇠ 15–30 ms and
decay-times (from 90% to 30% of the signal maximum) of ⇠ 100–500 ms, depending on the detector
and on the operation temperature.
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CUPID baseline goals are within the 
reach of existing detector technology 
and infrastructure  
No further R&D is needed

Cupid: scintillating bolometers
• Expected BI  is 10-4 

ckky, with a 
resolution of 5 keV. 

• Need enriched 
material.   

• Similar (excellent) 
performance than 
Ge76 diodes 
(including very high 
efficiency) but also 
similar scaling 
problems.  

• Re-use know-how 
(cryogenics at 10 mK) 

• Explore Mo100.



KamLAND-Zen & SNO+ 
 (Gareth)



• Chemically stable (noble gas)

• Good solubility (3.2% wt in LS)

• Removable from LS 
• Purification is well-established

July 1, 2020 Neutrino 2020 2

Mini-balloon

91% enriched 136Xe loaded in LS inside 
mini-balloon (! value = 2.4578 MeV)

Xenon loading:

Mini-balloon:

• 25-"m-thick nylon film (durable)

• Fabricated in class-1 clean room 

• Highly transparent (~99% at 400 nm)

Located in Kamioka Mine at 2700 m.w.e.

~34% photocoverage

~1 kiloton LS 
• 20% PC 
• 80% n-dodecane
• 1.36 g/L PPO

KamLAND-Zen

• Idea: Give up on energy resolution, control background by self-shielding and 
other handles. 

• Advantage: It is possible to deploy large (very large) masses, addressing the 
scalability problem. 



Event Selection (the following was presented at TAUP 2019)

July 1, 2020 Neutrino 2020 7

r < 240 cm
Select events inside and just outside of 
the mini-balloon

Rn cut
Delayed coincidence cut for 214Bi – 214Po 
and 212Bi – 212Po

Fiducial volume cut
Further reduce backgrounds going from 
r < 240 cm to r < 157 cm

Spallation Cut
Remove events correlated with muons

Total livetime of 132.7 days

Very Preliminary
ROI

214Bi2"## 208Tl

Cuts used to reduce backgrounds:

No energy resolution 



Fitting the Data
• Simultaneously fit 40 equal volume 

bins inside of r < 2.5 m

• Excess events at bottom of the mini-
balloon removed using spatial cut

• Separate frequentist and Bayesian 
fitting analyses performed with 31 free 
parameters and 40 volume bins

July 1, 2020 Neutrino 2020 8

Very Preliminary

Vertex distribution of events in the ROI overlayed on 214Bi MC

Outer region → more sensitive to 
backgrounds on mini-balloon film 
(214Bi, etc.)

Inner region → more sensitive to 
0"## decay

Self-shielding and vetoes 
Analysis Improvements Since TAUP 2019
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Muon spallation on 136Xe is being studied extensively ! + #$%Xe spallation byproducts 
from FLUKA simulation

Atomic number (Z)
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source

Poster #106 in Session 3
Yuto Kamei
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2.2 MeV (

Δ*!

Spallation on 12C

Isotopes with small + are rejected 
based on timing and spacial distance 
information (triple coincidence)

Δ,
Δ-

(muon time – decay time)

(NEW) Spallation on 136Xe
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Δ*
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n
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n .
/X

Can a similar technique be applied 
to high + isotopes with high neutron 
multiplicity?

• Issues:  effective self-shielding requires very harsh fiducial cuts (giving up most 
of the fiducial mass) 

• Spallation background (Xe-136) may be very hard to control (can be reduced at 
higher depth, thus SNO may be better than KZEN). 



0!"" Background Predictions
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Well known 
from previous 
measurements

Measured at 
target level with 
water data

Now measuring the contribution 
from pure LS during partial fill phase

Target concentrations of less than 10-15 g/g U and 
10-16 g/g  Th in pure LS are required for 0!"" decay.

We’re currently below our targets for U and Th in 
the partial LS phase.

~9.48 events in ROI

Remaining backgrounds 
will be measured during 
Te-loading!

Cosmogenic backgrounds 
will be verified by multi-
site analysis

ROI:  2.42 – 2.56 MeV [-0.5$ - 1.5$]

NIM 943, 162420, 2019

Background zoo (SNO+)
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TWO-PHASE XE DETECTOR / LXe-TPC

5H. Araújo (Imperial)

S1+S2 SIGNALS FROM 1.5 keV ELECTRON

Vadim Lebedenko
1939 – 2008

~1 keV e-

•Detection exploits scintillation (S1) and ionisation (S2) 
signals in xenon. 

•S1 provides t0, essential for fiducial definition. 

•EL TPCs (, XENON, LZ, LUX, DARWIN) detect only light (S2 
converted via electroluminescence in photons)

•EXO/nEXO detect charge (without/with) amplification

•Large masses (compact detector) and acceptable resolution



EXO-200
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9INT, Seattle, Jun 2017 EXO-200 and nEXO   - Gratta

The EXO-200 liquid 136Xe Time Projection Chamber

Cathode
-HV

~100kg
Liq-136Xe

Charge 
collection
grids

~40cm

175nm scintillation
light detecting APDs

Krishna S. Kumar EXO-200 and nEXO

Rn Content in Liquid Xe

37

214Bi – 214Po correlation 
in the EXO-200 detector

β8decay

α8decay
IonizaPon

Total 222Rn in LXe after initial fill

Long-term study shows a constant source of 
222Rn dissolving in enrLXe: 360 ± 65 µBq (Fid. vol.)

900          1000        1100         1200        1300        1400
                                     Time (µs)

0         500       1000      1500      2000      2500
                                     Time (hr)

ScinPllaPon

•Demonstrated single phase LXe TPC technology. Energy 
measured using scintillation (APDs) and ionisation 
(wires). Anticorrelation allows a measurement with a 
resolution of 2.8 % FWHM at    

•Searched for : sensitivity T ~3.7 1025 y. Limit T >5 
1025 y at 90 % CL.

•Background Index (B): 

Qββ

ββ0ν

(1.5 ± 0.3) × 10−3 kg−1 yr−1 kev−1

3

FIG. 2. (Color online) Measured energy resolution, �/E, for
the 2615 keV 208Tl � line in calibration data taken at the cath-
ode position throughout Phase I and Phase II. The measured
resolution before (blue) and after (red) applying the software
de-noising algorithm in Phase I are shown. The data acquired
between restart of operations and the start of Phase II, when
VC was raised to -12 kV, were not used in the current analysis.

resolution is shown in Fig. 2. In Phase I, the SS res-
olution at the 0⌫�� decay energy of Q�� = 2457.83 ±
0.37 keV [17] after applying the software de-noising algo-
rithm is �/E(Q��) = 1.38%, averaged over live time and
position. In Phase II, this figure is 1.23% and its time
variation is greatly reduced. These values account for the
spatial variation of the resolution, including events taken
with the calibration source behind the anodes. Because
of the source’s proximity to the readout when at the an-
ode, these events present better energy resolution than
those in Fig. 2.

The selection cuts for this analysis closely follow those
used in previous EXO-200 analyses [5]. Both Phase II
data and the previously examined Phase I data were
“blinded” to remove candidate 0⌫�� events in the energy
region between 2345 keV and 2570 keV. After data qual-
ity cuts [8], the total exposure considered here is 596.7 d
and 271.8 d for Phase I and Phase II, respectively.

Only a fiducial volume (FV) within the detector is con-
sidered. The FV selection requires the position of all
charge deposits in an event to be reconstructed within a
hexagon with apothem of 162 mm and more than 10 mm
away from the anode and cathode wire planes, as well
as from the cylindrical PTFE reflector inside the field-
shaping rings. This FV corresponds to 74.7 kg of 136Xe,
i.e. 3.31 · 1026 atoms, resulting in a total exposure of
177.6 kg·yr or 1307 mol·yr. The individual exposure in
Phase I and Phase II are 122 kg·yr and 55.6 kg·yr, re-
spectively, or 898 mol·yr and 409 mol·yr.

To suppress backgrounds correlated in time, events are
required to have only a single reconstructed scintillation
signal and to occur > 1 s from all other reconstructed
events. The corresponding 0⌫�� signal reconstruction ef-
ficiency is found to be consistent between phases within
errors, 82.4± 3.0% (80.8± 2.9%) for Phase I (Phase II).

The ine�ciency is dominated by the 1 s anticoincidence
cut and by incomplete reconstruction of 0⌫�� events with
small, separated energy deposits from bremsstrahlung.
Its errors are determined from the di↵erence in the ob-
served absolute rate for calibration source data and MC
using the known source activity, and measurements of
the individual cut e�ciencies for low-background 2⌫��
events. It includes the estimation of the uncertainty in
the FV, 2.8% in Phase I (2.6% in Phase II), the dominant
term in this error.

This analysis introduces a cut to reduce the rate of
background events arising from cosmogenically produced
137Xe [14], which decays via � emission with a total en-
ergy of 4173 keV [18]. Events in coincidence with the
muon veto detector, and depositing energy consistent
with the cascade �s emitted after the neutron capture
on 136Xe, are used to veto subsequent events in the same
TPC half within 19.1 min, corresponding to 5 · T 137Xe

1/2 .

This cut was estimated to reduce the number of 137Xe
events by 23 ± 8%, with a loss in exposure of 3.5%
(2.8%) in Phase I (Phase II). This reduction is consis-
tent with the 137Xe rate entirely attributed to cosmogenic
sources [14].

New techniques have been developed to further im-
prove �-background rejection among events classified as
SS by using the detailed topological information available
for each interaction in the TPC. By implementing trans-
verse electron di↵usion (coe�cient Dt = 55 cm2/s [11])
and the three-dimensional geometry of the wire planes in
the detector model, the number of channels that collect
charge signals (denoted as “number of channels”) is now
accurately simulated. Figure 3 (a) shows that SS � back-
grounds are more likely to deposit energy on more than
one neighboring channel than the �� signal. In addition,
extending this concept to the z-direction, the distribu-
tion of the rise time of the charge pulse (defined as the
time between collection of 5% to 95% of the total signal)
is more likely to extend to large values for � backgrounds
relative to �� events (Fig. 3 (b)). Finally, the “stand-
o↵ distance,” denoting the minimum distance between a
cluster and the closest TPC surface, excluding the cath-
ode, is used to constrain backgrounds originating from
sources external to the LXe (Fig. 3 (c)).

A multivariate discriminator was developed by com-
bining these topological variables in a boosted decision
tree (BDT) using the TMVA software package [19]. The
separation between SS 0⌫�� and the most prominent �
backgrounds (238U, 232Th, and 60Co) was maximized us-
ing a subset of the MC. Its performance was then tested
on a statistically independent MC data set. Agreement
between data and MC for calibration sources for both the
BDT and its constituent variables was used to validate its
performance for the main backgrounds with high statis-
tics, while the corresponding distributions for signal-like
events were investigated using a pure sample of 2⌫�� SS

5

FIG. 4. (Color online) Best fit to the low background data SS energy spectrum for Phase I (top left) and Phase II (bottom
left). The energy bins are 15 keV and 30 keV below and above 2800 keV, respectively. The inset shows a zoomed in view
around the best-fit value for BQ�� . (top right) Projection of events within BQ�� ± 2� on the BDT fit dimension. (bottom
right) MS energy spectra above the 40K �-line.

the number of expected events near Q�� was determined.
These studies estimate the error due to uncertainty in
the location of the background model components to be
5.6% (5.9%) in Phase I (Phase II). All sources of system-
atic uncertainty on the background model near Q�� are
treated as uncorrelated and result in a total error of 6.2%
for both Phase I and Phase II, as summarized in Tab. I.

TABLE I. Systematic errors on the determination of the num-
ber of events near Q�� .

Source Phase I Phase II
Signal detection e�ciency 3.0% 2.9%
Background errors

Spectral shape agreement 2.1% 1.7%
Background model 5.6% 5.9%
Energy scale and resolution 1.5% 1.2%

Total 6.2% 6.2%

Two final constraints on the measured radon concen-
tration in the LXe and relative rate of cosmogenically
produced backgrounds were included in the fit, but veri-
fied to be unchanged from previous analyses [5] for both
Phase I and Phase II.

The analysis further accounts for a possible di↵erence
in the reconstructed energy for �-like events, E� , rela-
tive to the energy scale determined from the � calibra-
tion sources, E� . This di↵erence is expressed through a
multiplicative constant, B, that scales the energy for all

�-like components, E� = BE� , which is allowed to float
freely in the fit. B is highly constrained by the 2⌫��
spectrum, and consistent with unity to the sub-percent
level.

After “unblinding” the combined data set, no statisti-
cally significant evidence for 0⌫�� was observed. A lower
limit on the half-life of T1/2 > 1.8 · 1025 yr at the 90%
confidence level (CL) was derived from the ML fits af-
ter profiling over nuisance parameters. The data from
each phase is fit separately and the profiles added to-
gether considering the di↵erence in live time and sig-
nal detection e�ciency. No correlation was considered
between these two profiles. This conservative assump-
tion was estimated to negligibly change the expected
sensitivity. The profile-likelihood distribution was de-
termined from toy MC simulations, following the same
procedure to combine phases, and found to be in good
agreement with Wilks’s theorem [20, 21]. Under the
assumption that neutrinos are Majorana particles, this
corresponds to an upper limit on the Majorana neutrino
mass, hm��i < (147�398) meV [2], using the nuclear ma-
trix elements of [22–26] and phase space factor from [27].
The best-fit value for the 0⌫�� component is consistent
with the null hypothesis at 1.5�, corresponding to a p-
value of 0.12.

The results of the ML fits are presented in Fig 4. The
measured 2⌫�� rates were found to be consistent with [8].
The best-fit contributions from the primary background

• Phys.Rev.Lett. 123 (2019) 16, 161802
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•Monolithic single phase detector with 5 ton enriched xenon total mass (~4 ton fiducial mass). Principle of 
operation like EXO-200, but asymmetric TPC to minimise impact of Rn-222 daughters. Underground must 
be deep to minimise Xe137 background (SNOLAB assumed)

•S2 measured from charge (no amplification, silica tiles patterned with crossed metal strips at the anode). 

•S1 measured covering the barrel with VUV SiPMs (4.5 m2 of them).

•Combines low background budget, self-shielding, good energy resolution. 

LXe mass (kg) Diameter or length 
(cm)

5000 130

150 40

5 13

5kg 150kg
5000kg

2.5MeV γ
attenuation length
8.5cm = 

This works best for a monolithic detector
24INT, Seattle, Jun 2017 EXO-200 and nEXO   - Gratta

46 
cm

130 
cm

The nEXO detector

26INT, Seattle, Jun 2017 EXO-200 and nEXO   - Gratta

A 5000 kg enriched LXe TPC, 
directly extrapolated from EXO-200

46 
cm

130 
cm

The nEXO detector

26INT, Seattle, Jun 2017 EXO-200 and nEXO   - Gratta

A 5000 kg enriched LXe TPC, 
directly extrapolated from EXO-200
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44 nEXO Overview
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Figure 3.14: nEXO median sensitivity at 90% CL
and 3� discovery potential as a function of the ex-
periment livetime.
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Figure 3.15: nEXO exclusion sensitivity at 90%
C.L. as a function of fiducial LXe volume. The blue
points (upper curve) are obtained from the full 2D
energy-standoff fit, while the black points (lower
curve) are the result of a pure counting experiment
of events with energy in Q�� ±FWHM/2. Both
analyses are performed using the method of [51].

PRL 120, 072701 (2018)

Nature 510, 229 (2014)

Figure 3.16: 90% C.L. exclusion sensitivity reach to the effective Majorana neutrino mass hm��i as a function
of the lightest neutrino mass for normal (left) and inverted (right) neutrino mass hierarchy. The width
of the horizontal bands derive from the uncertainty in nuclear matrix elements (see text) and it assumes
that gA = 1.27. The width of the inner dashed bands result from the unknown Majorana phases and is
irreducible. The outer solid lines incorporate the 90% CL errors of the 3-flavor neutrino fit of reference [52,
53].

B(nEXO) ∼ 3.6 × 10−4/(FWHM ⋅ kg ⋅ year) = 5.3 × 10−6/(keV ⋅ kg ⋅ year)

B(EXO) ∼ = 1.5 × 10−3/(keV ⋅ kg ⋅ year)

In inner 2 ton: 

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1805/1805.11142.pdf

•LXe proses a compromise between ultra-
high resolution experiments (e.g, Ge-Diodes, 
scintillation bolometers) and very-large mass 
experiments (KamLAND-Zen, SNO+).
•Resolution is worse than GERDA/CUPID 
(NEXT) but much better than KZ/SNO+
•Fiducialization is excellent, and strict self-
shielding possible. 
•Cosmogenics (Xe-137) still a background. 



HPXe (Percival)
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•HPXeEL TPC

•Good energy resolution 
(measured ~0.8 % FWHM, 
feasible 0.5-0.7 % FWHM). 

•Topological signature 
(reconstruction of electrons in 
event). Measured 70 % 
efficiency for 95 % background 
suppression

•Radiopure detector, along the 
lines of all other Xe TPCs

•Moderately high masses. 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.01743.pdf



NEXT: Resolution
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Energy resolution at 
 dominated 

by track corrections (0.5 % 
FWHM por point-like tracks). 
Room for improvement. 

Qββ ∼ 0.8 % FWHM

• JHEP 10 (2019) 230



Topological signature 60

Single and double electrons from  analysis with 
energies near 

ββ2ν
Qββ

• HEP 10 (2019) 052

• JHEP 10 (2019) 052



NEXT-White and NEXT-100
61

• JINST 13 (2018) 12, P12010

B ∼ 4 × 10−4 kg−1 yr−1 kev−1



Percival vs Merlin
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that the axial position of events will be reconstructed, via the measurement of the S1 signal,195

with similar precision to what has been achieved in NEXT-White.196

The other major adjustment from NEXT-100 would be changing to a symmetric197

TPC design (see the right panel of fig. 1) with a central cathode and two EL gaps. This198

modification halves the maximum drift length, easing the requirements on gas purity and199

high voltage. For example, the detector of 2.6 m would require ⇠65 kV at the central200

cathode to achieve a NEXT standard drift field of 500 V cm�1, a value already within the201

target specifications of the NEXT-100 high-voltage feedthrough. The shorter drift length202

would also reduce the average electron di↵usion (proportional to the square root of the203

drift length), which impacts track reconstruction. Moreover, no bu↵er region would be204

required to protect sensors and electronics against high voltage discharges from the cathode,205

maximizing the isotope use for physics.206

The field cage itself is expected to be an extrapolation of the current NEXT-100 design,207

which has been developed with scalability to the tonne scale and minimization of material208

mass and radioactivity as central concerns. The current design secures the field shaping209

rings using high-density polyethylene (HDPE) bars of the same length as the detector210

active region. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) panels are then attached to the HDPE bars211

making the light reflector seen in fig. 2. These reflectors are ⇠ 5 mm thick and constitute212

the majority of the mass of the field cage. If the detection of the S1 signal finally requires213

it, panels of wavelength-shifting fibers would be fitted to the PTFE covering the internal214

walls of the TPC. The field cage is surrounded by an inner shield of 12 cm of copper that215

2.6 m

Reflector 
panels

Cathode
Tracking 
planes

Inner 
shielding

Water 
tank

Pressure 
vessel

Cryogenic 
vessel

Figure 2. Left: Conceptual design of a tonne-scale NEXT detector installed inside a water tank.
The additional infrastructure in case of gas cooling shown in the form of an additional vessel for
vacuum insulation.Right: Detail of the internal structures of the detector. The active volume, 2.6 m
in diameter and height, would hold a mass of 136Xe of approximately 1071 kg at 15 bar.

– 5 –

46 
cm

130 
cm

The nEXO detector

26INT, Seattle, Jun 2017 EXO-200 and nEXO   - Gratta

A 5000 kg enriched LXe TPC, 
directly extrapolated from EXO-200

•

•  (Topology 
radio purity)

•

•Mass ~1-2 ton

•Xe-136 spallation not dominant

ΔE/E ∼ 0.5 % FWHM

BI = 3 × 10−6ckky

ϵ ∼ 25 %

•

•  
(self-shielding, radiopurity)

•

•Mass (fiducial) ~1-2 ton

•Xe-136 spallation may be a 
problem (mitigated by depth)

ΔE/E ∼ 2 % FWHM

BI = 6 × 10−6ckky

ϵ ∼ 80 %
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NEXT-BOLD

Detecting “tagging” the Ba++ signaling a ββ0ν process 
has been a long sought holy grail of xenon chambers.

64



Ba2+ detection using molecular indicators

D. Nygren , J.Phys.Conf.Ser. 650 (2015) no.1, 012002

65

A. D. McDonald et al. (NEXT Collaboration)  
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 132504 (2017) 

Exploit single molecule fluorescent imaging (SMFI) to 
visualize a single barium ion as it arrives at the TPC cathode.

For 136Xe, in gas phase, the daughter is ~100% 136Ba++, 
perfect for using SMFI techniques.

Goal: develop custom molecules that change  
luminous response after chelating Ba dications.

Molecules must (and do!) display high specificity to Ba++ 

Common elements: crown ether + fluorophore + linker

Complementary approaches explored in US and Spain
Spain: molecule changes color strongly: green à blue
Texas: molecule changes from non-luminous to luminous

Molecular engineering: predictive computations too!

The NEXT Collaboration’s Big Idea:

6/22/20 Nygren - R&D Progress 44

• Idea (Nygren): Exploit single molecule fluorescent 
imaging (SFMF) to visualise (“tag”) a  single  Ba2+ ion 
as it arrives at the TPC cathode

•Ba2+ sensor: Based on molecular indicators, able to 
change luminous response after chelating Ba2+ 
cations. 

•Apparatus: Must be able to detect in delayed 
coincidence the electron signal (in anode) and the 
cation signal in cathode.

•Crucial bonus : delayed coincidence pushes 
estimated background (and error) to very small 
numbers (ultimately limited by  at levels near 10-9 
ckky). Efficiency of delayed coincidence can be 
measured (calibration with Ra2+ source). 

ββ2ν

Nature 583, 48–54 (2020)

Nature Sci Rep 9, 15097 (2019)

ACS Sens. 2021, 6, 1, 192–202 (2021)



Ba2+ expected to chelated indicators in 
high pressure gas

Nature 583, 48–54 (2020)

7

FIG. 7. Cluster populations from thermodynamic calcula-
tions

tions involving the barium dication. Such reactions are
critical to some barium tagging methods [5]. Based on
our calculations, the total binding enthalpies of relevant
clusters are 3-4 eV/ion, which must be supplied in order
to remove the barium dication from the cluster. On the
other hand, the enthalpy of solvation of the Ba++ ion in
water is 13.5 eV/ion. Thus removing a barium ion from
a xenon shell appears to be substantially more energeti-
cally favorable than removing it from a solvation shell of
water, and any reactions which proceed in water might
thus be expected to proceed in high pressure xenon gas.

It is also notable that in future high pressure xenon
TPCs for neutrinoless double beta decay, the operating
medium will be isotopically enriched 136Xe and the drift-
ing isotope of barium will be exclusively 136Ba. This has
a small impact on the mobilities relative to those shown
here, which are evaluated using the most prevalent natu-
rally occuring isotope of barium and the average atomic
mass for xenon. This slight mobility reduction can be

calculated by substituting the mass-dependent term in
Eq. 7. For all species considered here this e↵ect leads to
a 0.5-1.5% level reduction in drift velocity. The mobility
of pure 136Ba in pure 136Xe is shown as dashed curves in
Fig. 8
Comparison with both data and previous theoretical

works suggest that the analysis presented here to be ac-
curate at the few-percent level. However, experimental
verification is mandatory. We expect to confront these
predictions with data from our laboratory in the near

FIG. 8. Our calculated pressure dependent mobility for the
Ba+ and Ba++ systems accounting for the e↵ects of molecular
ion formation.

future, as part of the R&D program to develop barium
tagging techniques for high pressure xenon gas time pro-
jection chambers.
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FIG. 2. Equilibrium conformations of simulated clusters in the Ba++ system.

For the reactions in question we can predict the en-
tropy and enthalpy changes based on the calculations of
Sec. II A. These are used to establish the equilibrium con-
stants for each step, from which the relative populations
of each species [BaXeq+N ] can be derived iteratively.

C. Ionic Mobility Calculations

The mobility of each ionic species is calculated via the
low-field ion mobility equation [13]:

µ0(0) =
⇣

31/2

✓
1

m
+

1

M

◆1/2
q

(kBT )1/2�Q

1

N
. (7)

Here, ⇣ is a numerical factor which can be calculated to
be 0.814 from Chapman Enskog theory [26, 27]. m andM

are the masses of the two colliding objects. To facilitate
comparisons with experimental data and previous theo-
retical work, we assume the masses of the most prevalent
naturally occurring isotope of barium 137Ba and the iso-
topic average mass of natural xenon. The alternative
case of interest of double beta decay experiments, 136Ba
in isotopically enriched 136Xe is discussed in Section IV;
q is the total charge; kBT is the thermal energy, set here
to 300K [28]; �Q is the momentum transfer cross section;
and N is the total number density of scatterers.

The momentum transfer cross section Q is derived from
the shape of the potential surface for the cluster in ques-
tion. Following the prescription of [13] we make the first-
order classical approximation to the collision integral,

�Q = 2⇡

Z 1

0
(1� cos✓)b db, (8)

where b is the impact parameter and ✓ is given by:

✓ = ⇡ � 2b

Z 1

ra


1� b

2

r2
� V (r)

E

��1/2
dr

r2
, (9)

with ra the classical distance of closest approach. Q is
averaged over the thermal collision spectrum to yield the
first order collision integral in steps of 0.02⇥kT according
to the recipe in [13]. The second order correction to
the collision integral was also evaluated, but found to be
negligible in all cases.
For the non-spherical structures we also make the Ma-

son Monchick approximation [29, 30], taking the e↵ec-
tive cross section to be the average of pseudo-spherical
potentials approached from di↵erent directions, weighted
by solid angle.
Using the above ingredients we calculate the reduced

mobility of each molecular ion species. Under condi-
tions when several molecular ions are present in signif-
icant populations, the mobility µ

0
eff will be the partial-

pressure-weighted average of their respective mobilities
µ
0
N :

µ
0
eff =

X

N

⇥
pNµ

0
N

⇤
/

X

N

pN . (10)

In this way, the mobility of ions in equilibrium with
xenon gas can be predicted as a function of xenon pres-
sure and temperature.

III. RESULTS

Here we present the results of the calculations de-
scribed above. We first benchmark our technique using
the Ba+ system and then make the first predictions for
the Ba++ system.

Phys. Rev. A 97, 062509



New Chemistry
• Conventional ion chemosensors are 

not suitable for solventless (dry) 
imaging. 

• NEXT has developed selective, dry-
phase imaging of barium ions using 
crown ether derivatives. 

• Ring receptor can be tuned to bind 
efficiently and selectively to barium. 

• Computational chemistry is predictive 
for molecular fluorescence and 
binding. 

• Two types have been developed:  
on-off, and bi-color.

Dry single Ba++ ion detection with on-off fluorescence

Ba

Sci Rep 9, 15097 (2019) 
Nature 583, 48–54 (2020) 
arXiv: 2006.09494 (submitted to JACS)

In-vacuo capture from Ba(ClO4)2 with bi-color response

Ba



First demonstration of Ba2+ chelation in dry medium

Nature 583, 48–54 (2020)
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NEXT-BOLD concept
• Asymmetric detector. 

• Energy measured by Barrel Detector 
(fibres). 

• Topology reconstruction with SiPMs. 

• High pressure to increase mass and 
decrease size of track (40 bars) 

•  Scanning region selected by predicted 
impact point. 

• Cathode at V+ opens gate only on delayed 
bb0nu trigger. 

• Fast, high-pressure microscopy. 

• Prototype: NEXT-White or NEXT-100  

• Delayed trigger:  

• Single deposition with energy in ROI 

• Opens gate at predicted arrival time 

• Scans ~1cm around predicted arrival point 

Funding for BOLD granted through an ERC 
Synergy Grant.
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A background free experiment?

• IF barium tagging is possible AND efficient, the BOLD technique is essentially 
background free (equally important: background model free)

•At higher pressure and not using topological signature, selection efficiency is 

larger and fiducial mass is also larger. 



Finding the grail requires a pure heart
•We don’t know yet if single-atom barium 

tagging can be implemented in a large detector 
with sufficiently high efficiency. 
•But we have a road map to do it (6-7 years) and 

the funding to go.  
•The essential point to keep in mind is: reaching 

1027 y is within the range of next-generation 
experiments (with a lot of work). But reaching 
1028 appears hopeless (control of backgrounds 
to virtually zero while increasing the mass, 
cosmogonies, neutrino floor). 
•And yet, we believe that the situation is 

hopeless but not serious. There are plenty of 
knights with pure hearts ready to try.  
•Ultimately we will have the technology and the 

wits to find the Grail



Thanks for your attention


